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ABSTRACT
Strategic air mobility is traditionally viewed as a support or enhancement force.
As such, it serves to support combat forces, through their deployment and sustainment, as
the combat forces seek to achieve national security objectives through lethal means. US
Air Force doctrine recognizes air mobility forces only as an “enhancement” force, and
additionally, US military command relations are established between combatant
commands that almost always relegate the mobility commander to the supporting role.
Air mobility can, and has, performed missions that do not support traditional combat
operations. These operations represent the direct application of nonlethal airpower to
achieve national security objectives.
The Berlin Airlift (1948-1949) and the airlift to resupply Israel (October 1973)
both serve as prime examples of using air mobility forces to directly pursue national
security objectives. These operations were also characterized by command relations that
contributed, at least in part, to a less efficient and effective operation than otherwise
might have been achieved. Predictions for the future seem to indicate that operations
involving the direct application of nonlethal airpower, in the form of air mobility, will
remain an important part of the US national security strategy.
In the changing international political environment, there is some evidence to
suggest that the traditional use of the US military for conventional combat operations
may become less commonplace. In its place, there may be a growing demand for the US
military to serve the national security strategy through more nonlethal operations. Air
mobility may play an increased role in serving these evolving national security strategies.
Air Force doctrine should openly recognize the role air mobility can play in directly
helping to achieve national security objectives. This recognition could contribute to a
broader fundamental foundation for forming theories of airpower employment. This may
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lead to more diverse options for the nation's decision-makers as well as a sounder base
for Air Force structure, size, and composition.
Finally, recognition of the direct role air mobility forces can play in achieving
national security objectives could lead to new criteria for establishing command relations.
Consideration of the operation's primary objective, required expertise, and resources
should play a role in determining which combatant commander is best suited to direct the
operation. Other combatant commanders can then be tasked to support the operation as
required.

In certain situations, and under specific circumstances, the mobility

commander may best serve the operation as the “supported” commander.
Changing Air Force doctrine and examining military command relations probably
will not result in large-scale changes to military structure and operations. Recognizing
the concept of air mobility as a form of nonlethal airpower directly pursuing national
security objectives can, however, contribute to a better foundation for airpower theory
and a more logical process for determining command relations that could result in more
efficient and effective future operations.
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Chapter One
Introduction and Overview
Air power includes a nation's ability to deliver cargo, people and war making potential
through the air to a desired destination to accomplish a desired purpose.

General Henry H. Arnold
Today in the rapidly changing world of emerging democracies, the United States
remains the only superpower.1 While definitions of “superpower” vary, the United
States in this sense stands today as the only nation capable of exerting economic,
military, and political power in support of national security objectives within the
international arena, on a far reaching, large-scale, and sustained level.2

A vital

component of national power wielded by the US lies in its military strength, and the
flexible, responsive nature of the airpower component of that military force.
“Traditional” views towards applying military force focus on its lethality, and by
association, lethal airpower. This classic view envisions airpower used to destroy or
paralyze selected targets, to in one way or another, (or through one mechanism or
another), cause the adversary to conform to American intentions. In these traditional
scenarios, air mobility, which includes airlift and air-refueling, provides the necessary
support for the lethal application of military force, but national security objectives can
also be directly supported by non-lethal applications of airpower.3 In these specific
scenarios, where the air mobility function, in and of itself, can accomplish the national
security objective, it can no longer be viewed merely as a support element. Air mobility
can be, and often is, utilized in a direct role to achieve national security objectives, and as
such it is a form of nonlethal force application. Air Force doctrine and the United States
military definitions of command relationships between “supported” and “supporting”
commanders need to change to reflect this fact.4
This paper explores two distinct aspects of air mobility employed as strategic
nonlethal airpower. First, is the treatment of strategic air mobility by United States Air
1

Force doctrine and second, the command relationships established by the services during
military operations. In regards to Air Force doctrine, one finds that official Air Force
doctrine does not recognize the use of strategic air mobility to directly pursue national
strategic objectives.

Air mobility is merely a force enhancer or support element.

Historical evidence tends to indicate that strategic air mobility has been used in the past
to directly pursue national security objectives, and air mobility will most likely continue
to be used in that same way in the future.5
The second aspect of air mobility addressed by this paper concerns command
relationships. IF strategic air mobility can in fact be used in more than a support or
enhancement role, and IF an operation involves the use of air mobility to directly pursue
US national interests in a nonlethal role, THEN it may be in the best interests of the
operation, under specifically prescribed circumstances, to name the mobility commander
(CINCTRANS) as the supported commander.
To examine these two aspects of strategic air mobility, (doctrine and command
relationships), this paper will first explore the changing international environment and
how that environment has affected US national security strategy. This evolving strategy
leads to the possible roles of military force, and more specifically the use of airpower, in
both traditional and nonlethal roles. The prospective uses of air mobility as nonlethal
airpower, and its possibly increased importance, leads to an examination of Air Force
doctrine and US military command relationships.
A historical review will show that the using nonlethal airpower to achieve
national security objectives is not a new concept. These past operations employing
nonlethal airpower, such as the Berlin airlift and the 1973 resupply of Israel, were
affected by cumbersome and ambiguous relationships between air mobility forces and the
operations they supported.

More recently, operations in Somalia revealed that in

operations with certain attributes of nonlethal airpower, there are hints that these same
problems of the past are still present today. These case studies highlight that strategic air
2

mobility, as nonlethal airpower, can serve more than a support or enhancement role.
They also help demonstrate how the supported versus supporting command relationships
affect operational performance. Finally, these examples help focus on the possible future
importance of strategic air mobility as nonlethal airpower, along with viable doctrinal
changes and its implications for command relationships.
The Emerging International Environment and US National Security
Fully understanding the importance of nonlethal airpower in supporting US
national security objectives, requires a knowledge of the evolving international
environment. There are two major themes that are widely accepted in the world of
international relations today. First, the world has rapidly changed over the past few
years, and second, the US remains the only nation capable of claiming a “superpower”
status able to act in the international arena6. The former Soviet Union has largely
withdrawn from active intervention in international affairs as it attends to its severe
internal economic and political problems. This relative withdrawal by Russia, coupled
with the fall of other communist regimes and the quest for new institutions of
government by countries formerly under the influence of the past two superpowers,
provides a unique opportunity for the US to promote the trend towards democracy.7 In
the words of James Schlesinger, America faces “new instabilities and new priorities” and
it must be willing to deal with a more unstable and less defined set of relations in
international politics.8 The “New World Order” that President George Bush declared in
September of 1990 is coming to fruition, but the exact nature of that world and its
implications are unclear. At the minimum, the US must remain constructively involved
in world affairs if it is to protect its interests and provide hope for struggling democracies
striving for maturity9.
Protecting American interests, in some form or another, is the overarching
objective of the US national security strategy. Defining which interests are important and
“vital” enough to warrant US action is not always easy or straightforward. There is a
3

“realist” school that argues the US should limit its policies to thwarting specific threats to
immediate security concerns.10 This approach, tends to limit the US outlook to a short
term, specific issue bias, which at times, in pursuit of the short-term goal, comes into
conflict with the broader, long-term general interests defined in the United States
National Security Strategy document.11

There are several primary interests of the

United States. These include securing the United States “as a free and independent
nation, and the protection of its fundamental values, institutions, and people”, “an open
international trading and economic system”, and “global and regional stability.”12 An
additional primary commitment of the United States is to the nurturing of fragile
democracies with open and representative political systems. In this regard the National
Security Strategy clearly states, “It is in our national interest to help the democratic
community of nations continue to grow while ensuring stability.”13 This commitment to
general principles, among which is the fostering of democracies, perhaps helps indicate a
broad national security strategy for the United States to follow.

Promotion of

democracies tends to focus on a broad spectrum of security concerns that may not be of
vital interest when taken individually. Specific situations involving economic stagnation,
political instability, and human tragedy, when combined as a whole however, may need
to be addressed through specific US operations. These types of problems adversely
affect growth towards stable democracy, and intervention operations to alleviate them
may serve American interests, both in real political benefits and strategic
ramifications.14 This orientation towards broad policies helps show that in general terms
the United States must realize that, “politically we are challenged to help ensure the
successful transition of newly emerged and emerging democracies and success in these
efforts is vital to world stability.15“
The US should actively promote and foster maturation of democracies, for they
tend to engender a community of nations that is less prone to go to war or resort to
violence in settling disputes.16

The key word in the analysis is “mature”.
4

While

established democratic national systems tend to be more peaceful and cooperative, during
the maturation process towards democracy, societies are often marked by instability,
chaos and violent conflict.

Again the United States National Security Strategy

recognizes this potential for widespread instability and the resulting “potential for smaller
but still highly destructive conflicts between nations and within nations.17“ The need for
stability in the world to further the prosperity of all nations is accepted by the US, which
is committed to the proposition that “every effort must be made to overcome chaos and
create and sustain stability in a democratic international order.”18 With the need to
promote democracy and world stability established as one of several primary objectives
of the United States, the remaining question is how to go about that process.
Nations have at their disposal various instruments with which to pursue foreign
policy objectives. The use of political, economic and military instruments must all be
chosen with care to suit a particular situation. Alberto Coll envisions the role of the US
as one of a “grand facilitator” of democratic reform.

He argues forcefully and

convincingly that the US should play the role of “holder of the balance” much like Great
Britain did during the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The grand facilitator must
also be able and willing to perform the function of coordinator, cajoler, and occasionally,
the initiator in maintaining international stability.19 The goal of promoting democracy
carries with it an implication that providing an environment within which democracy can
mature is a primary objective. Forcing a preference for democracy where it does not
exist is at best difficult, and usually counterproductive.20
Promoting democracy does not mean exporting it, and except in rare instances,
democracy does not work when foreign models of government are imposed by external
military force.21 This observation tends to indicate that economic and diplomatic tools
can best serve US interests and that the military instrument may be a less effective way to
actively achieve democratic ideals. There is, however, a role for the US military in
promoting democracy. The military can help create a stable and secure environment
5

within which democratic institutions can mature. The United States should continue its
support to improve regional and United Nations efforts in seeking diplomatic solutions to
conflict, humanitarian assistance, and peace-keeping capabilities. The military may be
used in noncombat roles to effectively foster an environment for stable growth. This
focus might contribute to the early avoidance of open conflict, rather than allowing
hostilities to expand into a serious national threat.22 Using the military to assure peace
and stability through nonlethal means, instead of emphasizing its “lethal force” aspect,
dictates a reassessment of the future role the military may be called upon to play.
The Military Instrument of Power and Airpower
As stated in the National Military Strategy of the United States, “The fundamental
objective of America's armed forces will remain constant to deter aggression and, should
deterrence fail, to defend the nation's vital interests against any potential foe.”23 This
fundamental objective leads to a military doctrine that is largely oriented towards the
threatened or actual lethal application of force to defeat an enemy. This emphasis
appears in the strategic principles for current US military strategy, which states:
Once a decision for military action has been made, half-measures
and confused objectives extract a severe price in the form of a protracted
conflict which can cause needless waste of human lives and material
resources, a divided nation at home, and defeat. Therefore, one of the
essential elements of our national military strategy is the ability to rapidly
assemble the forces needed to win -- the concept of applying decisive
force to overwhelm our adversaries and thereby terminate conflicts swiftly
with a minimum loss of life.24
This traditional view of military force fits well into scenarios where the
deterrence or termination of open hostilities is the primary objective of the military
operation. This primary objective is by no means wrong or misplaced, however, an
overriding emphasis on the lethal aspect of military force should not result in the
exclusion of other possible uses of military power. Current policies and emphasized
measures of merit tend to indicate that the exclusion of due consideration of nonlethal
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roles for the military may have taken place. While the military strategy addresses the
other functions that the military may be called on to perform: drug interdiction, security
assistance, overseas deployments, allied training exercises, and humanitarian assistance,
the primary focus for force sizing, acquisition and training still remains tied to the lethal
role of traditional military employment.25 Military power is measured in terms of the
lethality and coercive impact it brings to the battlefield. In the 1994 Annual Report to the
President and the Congress, former Secretary of Defense Les Aspin described the
proposed defense structure in terms of how it could halt an invasion, build US combat
power, and defeat an enemy.26 In these traditional scenarios, the mobility and logistics
functions were force “enhancers” that supported the forces pursuing the primary
objective. (See Fig. 1)

TRADITIONAL SCENARIO: THE PRIMARY NATIONAL SECURITY
OBJECTIVE IS ACHIEVED THROUGH LETHAL MILITARY FORCE
Objective

National
Instruments of
Power

National Security Objective

Political

Military

Economic

Lethal Military Force
Lethal Force
Application
Support/
Enhancement
Function

Air

Land

Sea

Mobility/Logistics
Air

Land

Sea

In this scenario, the primary objective is achieved through the traditional use of military
force. Non-lethal forces support the operation through initial deployment and
sustainment to allow the combat forces to achieve the primary objective.
Figure 1
7

This focus on lethality, and the ability to defeat an enemy militarily, is completely
justified in traditional military employment scenarios involving combat.

In these

instances the primary focus on deterrence or termination of an openly hostile conflict is
primary. These scenarios are based on the assumption, as supported by history, that
repelling a major threat to the United States would likely involve armed conflict. The
capability to conduct successful combat operations is an essential attribute of all the
military services, and this primary focus on lethality is true for airpower as well as US
military forces in general.
The Air Force, as a key military component, must be capable of fighting and
winning.

Airpower possesses unique capabilities for applying combat power.

Its

“inherent speed, range, and flexibility” make it an extremely versatile military instrument
and in certain situations it is an ideal vehicle for applying lethal force.27 The Air Force
has traditionally focused on lethality in defining its roles and missions. Most roles for
airpower are related to their ability to control, apply, or multiply combat force.28 The
role of air mobility is emphasized almost exclusively in terms of how it can serve as a
“force enhancer”. This attitude is also seen in the Secretary of Defense's report from
January 1994, that stresses airlift as a support function for deployed combat forces. The
role of airlift is one “which is especially critical to deploy forces and materiel required
for the first weeks of an operation.”29

Air mobility serves to multiply combat

effectiveness and is viewed as a means to transport and sustain the “lethal” forces
necessary to pursue the combat portion of national security objectives.

In most

traditional applications of military force, this focus on lethal airpower and its relationship
to the supporting role of air mobility is well founded. This emphasis however, brings
with it the danger of defining airpower, and its potential to serve national security
interests, in an overly narrow sense. As Air Force Colonel James B. Smith observes:
Certainly airlift is crucial in the enhancement of combat power.
But it can be more than that. Within the framework of AFM 1-1, airlift is
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always considered in a supporting role. Where this doctrinal analysis falls
down is the failure to recognize areas where airlift could take the lead
role.30
Under certain circumstances, national security objectives may be best served when the
role of air mobility is not one of support and enhancement.
In some instances, air mobility alone may be directly utilized to achieve national
security objectives. When the air mobility mission, (the application of airlift and air
mobility forces), in and of itself directly serves the national security objective, it is not an
enhancer, but rather a direct application of nonlethal airpower. (See Fig. 2)

NON-TRADITIONAL SCENARIO: THE PRIMARY NATIONAL SECURITY
OBJECTIVE IS ACHIEVED THROUGH NONLETHAL MILITARY FORCE
Objective

National
Instruments of
Power

National Security Objective

Political

Military

Economic

Mobility/Logistics
Nonlethal Force
Application
Support/
Enhancement
Function

Air

Land

Sea

Lethal Force
Air

Land

Sea

In this scenario the primary objective is achieved through the nonlethal application of
force (air mobility). Lethal forces support the operation by providing security within
which the main operation can take place.
Figure 2
As previously shown, the US is committed to conduct these nonlethal operations
to foster democracy throughout the world. It is possible in the emerging international
environment that the application of military force may move away from past traditional
models of combat and lethal operations, and enter into situations that are complicated by
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broader long-term objectives, intricate international coalition concerns, and a reluctance
to use lethal force. Past distinctions between open war and peace are likely to become
more blurred and “long standing missions, such as humanitarian assistance, must now be
undertaken in the midst of civil war and anarchy. Peacekeeping and peace enforcement
are more complex than ever.”31 These factors point to the likelihood that the nonlethal
use of airpower may become more commonplace.32 In these specific situations calling
for the employment of non-traditional uses of military power, the traditional relationship
between the supporting and supported commander may become indistinct as well.
Command Relationships
Evolving national security concerns continue to focus on the promotion of
democratic institutions in the world. This emphasis may result in a subtle shift towards
the non-traditional employment of military forces in more nonlethal roles. As doctrine
needs to evolve and acknowledge that military force can, given the situation, achieve
national policy objectives through nonlethal means, so too must the command
relationships and operational structure of the US military. To assess the role of command
relationships, they must be understood in relation to the overall structure of military
operations. This includes how command structure works in traditional scenarios of
combat operations as well as scenarios where nonlethal applications of airpower may be
utilized to directly serve national security objectives.
As shown in figure 1 the traditional military employment of force emphasizes
combat forces to achieve national security objectives. Emerging from this focus is the
organizational structure that produces Unified Commanders, sometimes referred to as the
“warfighting CINCs”. Five of these commanders, who may be drawn from any of the
services but in practice are either Army or Navy officers, have their areas of
responsibility (AORs) defined in general geographic terms.33 These are the theater
commanders and their geographic areas of responsibility create distinct lines of
demarcation

within

which

the

designated
10

commander

exercises

“combatant

command”.34

These unified commanders exercise command over forces from all

services within their AOR. When a contingency arises, and the national command
authorities select the use of military force for that contingency, the theater CINC
commands the operation within his AOR. The theater CINC has a joint staff, comprised
of officers from all the services, whose duty it is to “ensure that the joint commander
understands the tactics, capabilities, needs and limitations of the component parts of the
force.”35 This system provides a relevant template for traditional applications of lethal
force. It provides the theater CINC with the necessary forces from the services that he
can task to carry out his contingency operations plans. Today, the theater CINC is
invariably designated as the supported CINC with all others outside of the geographically
determined AOR relegated to the supporting role.36 The supporting commands will aid,
protect, sustain, and complement the supported command in accordance with a directive
requiring such action.37 This system, though often cumbersome and hard to manage, at
least provides a logical foundation for combat operations. This set of relationships makes
sense when there is a lethal threat requiring the military to respond in traditional ways by
applying direct military power against an enemy.

Significant problems can occur,

however, when this traditional model is used in a non-traditional scenario where
nonlethal power is employed in pursuit of national security objectives within the AOR.
In addition to the theater combatant commanders, whose responsibilities are
defined by geographic areas, there are combatant commanders who have worldwide
functional responsibilities not bounded by any single area of operations38 These CINCs
can exercise operational and combatant command over forces in certain situations. In
military operations involving traditional lethal force, the CINCs commanding
functionally designated commands almost always serve a supporting role. These forces
are used to support and enhance the combat forces under the theater CINC who is
directly pursuing national security objectives via traditional military means. In applying
nonlethal airpower to directly pursue national security objectives via air mobility,
11

however, United States Transportation Command (USTRANSCOM) and Air Mobility
Command (AMC) are the primary commands called upon to perform the operation.
Their commands have no geographically specific AORs. In these situations, where the
primary objective is to be accomplished through nonlethal air mobility operations, there
is a potential for conflict over who should exercise combatant command over the forces,
and which commander is supporting another.
In normal command relationships, airlift forces are usually controlled within a
theater by a Director of Mobility Forces (DIRMOBFOR). Joint publications state that
“The theater CINC normally exercises operational control of the DIRMOBFOR.”39
With airlift in a supporting role this arrangement makes sense. In a situation where the
primary objective is being sought directly through a strategic application of air mobility
the airlift is no longer a supporting function but rather a direct application of nonlethal
force. It seems more logical in these specific situations for the theater CINC to be the
“supporting” commander and the CINCTRANS to be designated as “supported” within
the theater.
This distinction of which CINC is designated as “supported” is important
because, “unless delimited by the directive that establishes the support relationship, the
commander of the supported forces will have the authority to exercise general direction
of the supporting effort.”40 In other words, the supported CINC has the authority to task
and direct all supporting activities. The designation of “supported” gives that CINC the
formal authority to task all supporting commanders. With the formal authority to task
and exercise general direction of the operation, it makes sense that the CINC who
possesses the preponderance of expertise, resources and capabilities applicable to
achieving the primary objective be designated the supported commander. He, and his
staff, are best suited to determine the strategy to pursue as well as the support
requirements from other commanders. In the situation where the primary objective is
being directly pursued through strategic air mobility as nonlethal airpower, the combatant
12

commander of those forces should most likely be CINCTRANS, who would then be
supported by other CINCs, including the theater CINC within whose AOR the operation
is taking place.
While the evolving international environment and US national security objectives
indicate a possibly increased role for air mobility in nonlethal operations in the future,
this is not the first time air mobility may be used to achieve national security objectives.
As this work will reveal, examples occurred in the evolution of US strategic military
airlift in which airlift accomplished national security goals.
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a “strategic” use of air mobility.
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Chapter Two
The Berlin Airlift 1948-1949
The Soviet blockade of Berlin was a ruthless attempt to use
starvation to drive out the Western Powers thus re-creating
in Europe the fear which favored Communist expansion.
The airlift prevented the blockade from accomplishing its
purpose. The firm stand of the Western Powers in
undertaking the airlift not only prevented terror from again
engulfing Europe, but also convinced its free people of our
intent to hold our position until peace is assured.
General Lucius Clay
On June 20, 1948 the Soviets walked out of the Kommandatura, the allied
quadripartite ruling council in Berlin. Three days later they announced the indefinite and
complete closure of all overland and canal access through any portions of Sovietcontrolled East Germany by releasing the following message:
Berlin, June 23. Transport Division of the Soviet Military Administration
is compelled to halt all passenger and freight traffic to and from Berlin
tomorrow at 0600 hours because of technical difficulties. It is impossible
to reroute traffic in the interests of maintaining rail service, since such
measures would unfavorably affect the entire railroad traffic in the Soviet
Occupation Zone41.
A second message that same day read:
Water traffic will be suspended. Coal shipments from the Soviet Zone are
halted. The Soviet authorities have also ordered the central switching
stations to stop the supply of electric power from the Soviet Zone and the
Soviet Sector to the Western Sector. Shortage of coal to operate the plants
is the reason.42
The symbolic center of all German culture and political power, the city of Berlin,
was isolated from the Western Allied Powers. The free sector of West Berlin, the section
administered by the three allied powers consisting of the United States, Britain and
France, had essentially become an isolated garrison surrounded by communist occupiers
who planned on using the threat of starvation and the coming winter freeze for political
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coercion.43 This blockade of Berlin was one of the opening salvos in the Cold War. The
US faced a decision that would determine the future of US-Soviet relations. The course
of action chosen could have altered the balance of power in Europe and determined
which force, democracy or communism, would fill the power vacuum left as a result of
the German defeat in WW II.44 The US response to the blockade was guided by the
thought that its vital national security interests were at stake in Europe. The airlift
provided the means, through strategic nonlethal airpower, for the city to endure the
blockade while negotiations through diplomatic channels solved the impasse and avoided
another war in Europe.
Background
The Allied forces of the Second World War were united against a common
enemy. The defeat of Germany, and the subsequent issues of post war Europe, strained
the tenuous allied relationships, and troubles between the Soviet Union and the Western
Allies became pronounced. By the Spring of 1947 it seemed apparent that the hope for a
restored, peaceful Europe with free, self-determined governments, was not to be.45 The
US, as a result laid the groundwork for exerting its influence over the future destiny of
portions of Europe through the Truman Doctrine.
On March 12, 1947, President Harry S. Truman, in a declaration to the US
Congress stated, “I believe that it must be the policy of the United States to support free
peoples who are resisting attempted subjugation by armed minorities or outside
pressures.”46 Though this statement directly related to the overt hostile actions taken by
communist guerrillas in Greece and Turkey, it also applied to the attempts by communist
organizations to influence the political process and gain power in post-war Western
Europe. A second portion of the Truman doctrine addressed the issue of economic
assistance to those countries struggling to recover from the ravages of the war. The
economic program would evolve into what is now known as the Marshall Plan. Unveiled
by the Secretary of State George C. Marshall, in a speech at Harvard University on June
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5, 1947, this plan “was an American policy not directed against any country or doctrine,
but against hunger, poverty, desperation and chaos. It provided, in effect, a much softer
and more conciliatory follow-up to the first part of the Truman Doctrine.”47 Despite the
“softer” tone, the plan really sought to thwart communism through economic strength and
solidify democratic governments in Europe.48
The central issue in Europe remained the future of Germany.

Differences

between the Soviets and the Western Allies developed into harassment and minor
skirmishes that the president of France came to call, “a war of pinpricks”.49 Pressure
from the Soviets was put on the allies to allow the complete governing of Berlin by
Moscow. The Kommandatura became a propaganda stage at times, allowing the Soviets
to fabricate and protest allied actions that were not in accordance with the “post war
agreements”50.

The Soviets also used various tactics to harass Allied attempts to

administer their western sectors of Berlin. This included stopping western convoys and
canal traffic for “technical difficulties,” “improper” manifests, and other excuses. This
constant harassment and the implementation of partial blockades led allied officials to
suspect that the Soviets would not be content until they had forced the Western powers
from Berlin.51 In anticipation, they began in early 1948 to lay in reserves of food and
supplies on the chance that the partial blockades became complete.52
Incidents became more frequent, and by the spring of 1948 the Allies flew their
first airlift missions on a limited basis.53 The results were mixed but the flights openly
demonstrated the importance of the air route link to the west to the Soviets. Harassment
of air traffic now also became a problem. In April of 1948 a Soviet fighter “buzzed” a
British transport, struck it in mid-air, and killed all on board. The results of the inquiry
showed the Soviet pilot at fault and the resulting public outcry in all Allied nations added
to the tensions between the two sides. The incident also impressed the Soviets by the
strength of public reaction in the US and Britain and, “there was every likelihood that the
Russians would try to avoid such happenings again.”54 Relations between the Soviets
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and the Allies were clearly headed for a showdown and the issue of currency reform
would trigger the complete blockade.
In June of 1948, the Allies, in response to a Soviet announcement of a unilateral
currency reform for East Germany, indicated they intended to issue West German
Deutschmarks to the western sectors of Berlin. This move cut the economy of West
Berlin entirely from association with the communist bloc and in effect recognized West
Berlin as a separate entity from the eastern sectors of the city and East Germany.55
Implicit in this action was also the intention of the Western Allies to create a separate
West German state. Immediately following this move, the Soviets demanded recognition
of their unilateral right over all economic issues in Berlin and the allies refused to
recognize that right. The four power negotiations ceased and within 24 hours the Soviets
announced the complete blockade of Berlin.
The Decision and Objectives
The Allies were not totally surprised by the blockade. General Clay had written
to Washington in April of 1948 convinced that further, more extensive attempts to
dislodge the Western Allies from Berlin would be coming.56 He also forcefully argued
for the importance of Berlin and the need for a commitment from the US to maintaining a
presence there.
We have lost Czechoslovakia. Norway is threatened. We retreat from
Berlin. When Berlin falls, western Germany will be next. If we mean to
hold Europe against Communism, we must not budge. We can take
humiliation and pressure short of war in Berlin without losing face. If we
withdraw, our position in Europe is threatened. If America does not
understand this now, does not know that the issue is cast, then it never will
and communism will run rampant. I believe that the future of democracy
requires us to stay.57
President Truman agreed with Clay's assessment. He had already indicated the
US commitment to Europe through the Truman Doctrine and the Marshall Plan. His
position on the specific issue of staying in Berlin was left to no one's doubt when he
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declared, “We must stay in Berlin; we have only to discuss the means through which this
purpose can be accomplished.”58 The various options had to be weighed and chosen with
care.
There were basically three options available. The first was to abandon West
Berlin to the Soviets; the second, use armed force to re-open rail, road, and canal
communications with the city; or finally, attempt to resolve the impasse through
diplomatic negotiations. The first option had been eliminated by virtue of the public
commitment, made by President Truman and the United States, to staying in Berlin. The
German citizens of West Berlin had openly shown their defiance of the Soviet threat
through demonstrations and rallies. When they issued an impassioned plea for the rest of
the world to aid them “in the decisive phase of the fight for freedom,” abandonment by
the United States was out of the question.59 In Europe, General Clay lobbied for the
option of employing an armed convoy. In his estimation the Soviets would not openly
challenge the convoy and their bluff would be called with a resulting re-opening of
overland routes to Berlin.60 Truman remained unconvinced of the benign nature of the
Soviet forces stationed in East Germany and felt that even the slightest risk of war was
unacceptable, especially considering the size of the Soviet army remaining in eastern
Europe.61 The President believed that the only real option was to attempt diplomatic
means while resupplying the city by air until the crisis could be resolved. The air
corridors into Berlin were the only access agreed to in writing between the Soviets and
the Western Allies, and in light of the mid-air incident in April, the Soviets would likely
be reluctant to impede Allied air access. An airlift presented the best option of sustaining
Berlin while the least provocative to the Soviets. By the end of June, the airlifting of
supplies to Berlin had already begun, though no one envisioned the duration or level of
effort it would come to require..
On July 19, 1948, Truman, in a meeting with other top US government officials,
reaffirmed his policy of the previous month. The US would continue to relieve Berlin via
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the airlift while simultaneously pursuing a diplomatic solution with Moscow.62 The
importance of the airlift was reinforced by a Department of State Policy Statement:
Berlin has become an important symbol of the determination of the U.S.
and the other Western powers to contest the Soviet claim to mastery of
Germany and of Europe; withdrawal would be a great blow to Western
prestige in Europe and to the strategic position of the U.S. and its
associates vis-à-vis the USSR.63
The objectives were clear. The airlift was to resupply the needs of the Allied
forces and administrators, the German civilian population, Berlin's municipal needs, and
also provide supplies for industry and the city's economy.64 By this time, the Soviets had
shown no inclination to lift the blockade in the immediate future so the airlift's projected
duration was indefinite. The airlift provided a means for the continued survival of the
city while demonstrating to the Soviets, the citizens of Berlin, and the rest of the world
Allied resolution. There was clearly a need for airlift expertise and more airframe assets
if there was to be any hope for a successful operation. The needed assistance would
come from MATS.
Organization and Execution
The Early Days
The complete closure of land access produced an immediate Allied response.
Within the European theater, General Clay asked Lieutenant General Curtis LeMay,
USAFE Commander, if his aircraft could carry coal and other similar bulk cargo.65
LeMay replied that they could and Clay's instructions were to start hauling it to Berlin.
So began the airlift.66 Initially the requirements were stated haphazardly and for the first
few days flights were continually added until all of the available C-47s in USAFE were
used. The fact that all aircraft available in the theater were quickly being pressed into
service prompted a call for more aircraft from elsewhere, especially the C-54 which
could carry three times the load of a C-47.67 USAFE had initiated a contingency plan it
had outlined earlier for providing air support to Berlin. This plan had been conceived in
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April when it had become apparent the Soviets might try to impose a complete
blockade.68 As the airlift began to gather momentum, however, the need for formalized
organization and planning caused LeMay to look for an officer to direct the effort. He
approached Major General Joseph Smith who reluctantly accepted the job. Smith stated
that all he would need was a few staff officers and they would be able to handle the
operation.69 The magnitude of the task ahead was still unclear, as C-54s from MATS
began arriving, Smith's Airlift Task Force settled down to begin operations.
The airlift capability available in Europe was limited to the 60th and 61st Troop
Carrier Groups. They were comprised of less than 50 operational C-47 aircraft and 160
pilots.70 These outfits were trained and equipped to carry personnel and their light
equipment, not bulk cargo. The aircraft were hastily modified and stripped of nonessential equipment and the pilots began flying the air corridors into Berlin. This use of
USAFE aircraft, augmented by MATS C-54s and pilots, was sufficient to demonstrate
US resolve but inadequate for the needs of the city of Berlin. By mid-July, the airlift was
delivering only 1,540 tons on the best days and the minimum subsistence level for those
in Berlin was estimated at 4,500 daily.71 The long term answer for the airlift required
more expertise and resources, and with the reaffirmation of a long term commitment by
Truman in July, that expertise was to be found at MATS headquarters.
MATS and The Long Haul
In early 1948, the Military Air Transport Service (MATS) was a new command.
Its genesis is found in an airlift consolidation decree issued in February 1948 and it
formally began operations on June 1, 1948.72 The command had a preponderence of
aircraft from the old Air Force Air Transport Command (ATC), but also had two
squadrons from the Naval Air Transport Service (NATS). This joint command had been
formed under protest by the Navy and it took a directive from the Secretary of Defense
James Forrestal for the consolidation to take place.73 The SECDEF created MATS to
eliminate redundancies in the transport routes flown by the two services and to aid in
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centralization of airlift resources. The command was still undergoing strained relations
and growing pains at the time of the Berlin crisis, and as a result, its commander, General
Laurence Kuter, departed on a trip to the Pacific at the beginning of July to attend to
problems on the route structure in that part of the world.74 Meanwhile MATS aircraft
from Alaska, Hawaii, and the continental United States rapidly deployed to the European
theater, while simultaneously a decision was reached in Washington in mid-July to send
the Deputy Commander of MATS, Major General William Tunner, to run the airlift.
The decision to call on Tunner resulted from his successful efforts in the ChinaBurma-India (CBI) theater during WW II. He had commanded the operations to resupply
General A.C. Wedemeyer's army forces in China, entirely by air, by flying over “The
Hump.” General Wedemeyer had been impressed with the results in the CBI and he
lobbied through Washington channels to get Tunner appointed to run the Berlin airlift.
His argument supported Tunner as the only man with the knowledge and experience to
pull off a successful operation.75 The result was that on July 26, General Tunner received
a call from General Hoyt S. Vandenberg, Chief of Staff USAF, and was given 48 hours to
notify members of the MATS staff he wanted to accompany him, then deploy to Europe
and run the operation. He selected about twenty officers and left to undertake the duties
of the provisional Task Force Headquarters under the control of HQ USAFE.76
In Europe, the news that MATS was coming to “run the show” was not welcome.
General LeMay had appointed General Smith and felt him to be perfectly competent to
run the airlift.77 Tunner arrived and General LeMay gave him a cold welcome.78 Tunner
and his staff set about sorting out the problems they found in theater, and, in Tunner's
own words, found they had stumbled into a “real cowboy operation” lacking in focus and
organization. Schedules were not being adhered to, loading operations were haphazard,
and crews were spending large amounts of time attending to administrative duties that
had little impact on the mission. There was an abundance of spirit and enthusiasm but
little organized direction. He was careful not to openly criticize what had already been
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accomplished and instead went about building an integrated system to include facilities,
training and personnel policies, ground and flying operations, and other required
resources.79

Tunner and his staff, with the help of numerous USAFE personnel,

transformed the airlift from a temporary measure to an operation that was to supply the
entire needs of the city of Berlin for an indeterminate period of time.80
During the first few weeks after Tunner's arrival, operations were streamlined and
efficiency was stressed at every movement point.

As a result, the airlift, without

increasing the equipment or resources, greatly increased the tonnage simply through
superior organization and operations at both terminals.81 Aerial ports were established
and designed for expedient cargo handling at both ends, facilities for both living quarters
and organizations were found and renovated, and trained personnel arrived from
throughout the MATS system to augment and replace USAFE personnel unfamiliar with
airlift operations. Flying crews were trained in the CONUS at a replica airlift training
center established in Montana and understood the strict air corridor procedures upon
arrival in theater.82 Air traffic controllers were also brought into the system to keep the
aircraft flying despite bad weather, and maintenance personnel also worked around the
clock. All of these parts contributed to the whole airlift system and the operation was a
success.
By May of 1949, the airlift delivered over 9,000 tons on a daily basis and the total
hauled for the entire operation exceeded 2,323,000 tons.83 This average of over 7,250
tons per day was more than enough to supply the city of Berlin and the Soviets knew it.
In January of 1949, Joseph Stalin released a series of statements to the foreign press.
These statements no longer tied the issue of lifting the blockade to currency reforms or
opposition to the creation of a West German government. By dropping these two issues
as preconditions to ending the blockade, the Soviets indicated a new willingness to
negotiate an end to the crisis. Their blockade had failed to force the Allies out of Berlin
and it appears that they decided to accept a limited defeat rather than risk military action
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to disrupt the airlift.84 The four powers of France, Great Britain, the United States, and
the Soviet Union conducted negotiations which agreed to the simultaneous dropping of
any access restrictions by either side to the city of Berlin. The agreement further stated
that, “The council of Foreign Ministers should be convened to discuss matters arising out
of the situation in Berlin, and matters affecting Germany as a whole”.85 On May 12,
1949, after these negotiations with the Western Allies on the future of the divided
Germany, the Soviets lifted all restrictions on overland and canal access to the city.
Strategic, nonlethal airpower, by providing time for a diplomatic solution, had helped
win the day, but it had not done so without problems.
Organization and Command Relations
The airlift was successful only as the result of tireless efforts by thousands of
people. The abbreviated account cited above, of how General Tunner, his staff, and the
resources in both equipment and personnel provided by MATS, enabled the airlift to
succeed, obviously understates the difficulties encountered and overcome.

Some

obstacles were natural, such as the weather and fatigue. Others were created by the
enemy in the form of radio beacon jamming, aerial harassment, and political propaganda.
Finally, some were internal to the operation's organization. The organizational structure
in Europe placed a MATS commander, General Tunner, in theater working for a
geographic CINC, General LeMay, who coordinated operations and assets both inside
and outside the theater. This relationship also made the MATS commander, General
Kuter, subordinate to LeMay.
The preponderance of equipment, personnel, and expertise involved in the airlift
belonged to Kuter's MATS.

Upon arrival in Europe, however, these assets were

transferred to USAFE and had to compete for support and resources with other USAFE
units not involved in the airlift. General Tunner, when assessing his relations with the
USAFE commander, recounted problems in the areas of facilities, personnel & training,
and operations.
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In terms of facilities, MATS aircraft, equipment, and personnel came to Europe
and overwhelmed the available facilities in Western-occupied Germany. Over 12,000
personnel arrived and faced inadequate housing, support, and work facilities.86 It took
over six months for airlift personnel to be housed and provided adequate facilities.87 This
delay in acquiring adequate facilities was largely due to constant competition with other
units who were true USAFE units. Even the air bases had problems. Rhein Main and
Wiesbaden air bases “required constant arbitration on problems involving the
responsibilities and priorities in work of the base units and tenant airlift units.”88 The
airlift forces struggled to get a proportionate share of resources at the facilities. A final
finding by USAFE in looking at the airlift operation recommended, “the Airlift Task
Force commander should be allotted a proportionate share of all facilities.”89
Problems also surfaced in terms of personnel and training. The majority of
personnel directly supporting the airlift came into Europe on a temporary duty basis from
MATS.

Administration and personnel policies, along with the operational and

administrative control of MATS personnel, still resided largely with USAFE.90 In the
initial stages of the airlift in the fall of 1948, USAFE personnel were rotated through
various support positions.

These people were untrained and unfamiliar with airlift

operations. From support personnel to aircrews, they performed well in their assigned
tasks but not to the level of MATS specialists trained in these particular operations. The
personnel policies that retained USAFE personnel in positions within the airlift structure
were partially driven by need for and scarcity of personnel but also because USAFE
wanted to retain some control over the operation and not allow it to be completely taken
over by MATS.91

This mixture of untrained USAFE personnel with MATS units

hampered operations and results generally revealed that, “attainment of efficiency is
retarded unless airlift units are provided in fully equipped, supported, and trained
condition.”92 Personnel rotation policies were also poorly managed.
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People deployed to Europe with little time to settle personal affairs or make
arrangements for their families. Their initial 90 day deployment time period grew to over
six months.93 MATS personnel were absorbed into USAFE via permanent change of
station transfers, and even General Tunner officially became a USAFE resource when he
received transfer orders on October 31, 1948.94 Attempts to resolve this problem of
indeterminate tour lengths through rotations with trained replacements were frustrated by
the command organization placing MATS personnel under USAFE administrative
control. Initially General Tunner reports that his relationship with General LeMay was
not friendly, but it grew to at least a cordial association.

General Tunner also

communicated directly with General Kuter (MATS Commander) back in the US to
coordinate training requirements for aircrews and support personnel flowing to Europe.
In October of 1948 General LeMay was replaced by General John H. Cannon, who
immediately began to assert his “right” to run the airlift operation.95 He informed
General Tunner that from that point forward, Tunner was not to communicate directly
with any outside support agencies. All requests and needs had to be routed through
USAFE HQ, causing a bureaucratic maze that hampered the ability to coordinate
personnel replacement and training96. The staff at USAFE HQ was not trained in airlift
and their ability to receive and interpret correct requirements for the airlift from the task
force, and then pass that information to MATS in Washington, was limited. As a result,
clear statements of need were not transmitted, and the personnel problems of dismal
rotation policies and inadequately trained replacements were never satisfactorily
resolved.97
Operations also suffered from organizational difficulties. The airlift effort was to
be successful in the final measure only if the operations delivered the required tonnage of
needed supplies.

In airlift, perhaps more than any other type of aerial operations,

efficiency directly relates to effectiveness and success. The mission levied upon the
Airlift Task Force by the USAFE commander was simply to “insure that the maximum
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number of missions are flown and that optimum over-all efficiency of operation is
maintained.”98 This required coordination of all aspects of operations, from ground cargo
movement to maintenance, flight operations and air traffic control. The system that
eventually evolved required strict adherence to flight profiles, “flow” control of air
traffic, and air traffic control procedures.99 Conflicts arose over who had the authority to
control air traffic at air bases involved in the airlift. The final evolution placed that
control in the hands of the Airlift Task Force commander, but earlier USAFE had tried to
retain control over all aspects of flight operations in Europe. The airlift operations
demonstrated that in a nonlethal environment, where the overwhelming majority of
primary traffic is mobility related, and strict air traffic procedures are in effect,
The Airlift Task Force commander must have operational control over
AACS (Airways and Air Communications Service) ATC (Air Traffic
Control) centers, and complete control of all air traffic enroute and in the
vicinity of the Airlift operating bases. It has been proved that Air Traffic
Control Centers are an instrument essential for control, but actual
operational control must be maintained in these centers by the Airlift
Commander's representative.100
This finding does not imply that the airlift commander should control ALL air traffic
anywhere in the theater. It does however indicate that in the immediate area of bases
primarily involved in airlift, and along routes of flight where strict flight operations and
flow controls are required for a successful operation, the airlift commander should have
control of the units providing the inflight services.
Finally, in operations the need for maintenance and parts to keep the aircraft
flying was also severely impacted by General Cannon's severing of the direct link from
the Airlift Task Force to the Air Materiel Command. The requirement to go through
USAFE HQ created additional command layers that delayed requisitioning parts and
technical changes. The airlift could no longer clearly and directly voice its requirements
to Air Materiel Command and this limitation impeded airlift efficiency. Operations,
personnel, and facilities were all affected by the subordinate status of the Airlift Task
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Force to USAFE and it impacted the overall command authority of the Airlift Task Force
Commander.
The final requirements for the commander of the Airlift Task Force were detailed
in the “lessons learned” from the operation.

They included “necessary funds for

construction, civilian personnel, and morale activities be provided the Combined Airlift
Headquarters”, as well as operational and command authority that stated, “Commander of
the Combined Airlift Forces should be given operational control of all participating
elements.”101 While some of the individual recommendations are dependent on specific
circumstances of an operation, in aggregate the basic message conveyed pointed to the
need for more authority to be vested in the commander who actually directed the
operation.
In the case of the Berlin Airlift, the subordinate position and absorption of MATS
resources and personnel into USAFE caused General Tunner to forward requests to
LeMay in the hopes of getting more support and resources. Tunner was given the
responsibility to conduct the airlift with little authority to task needed support operations.
He was unable to exercise full control over his own operation in the beginning, and only
through arbitration and constant badgering was his staff able to bring the full power of
their expertise to bear on the airlift operation. In such a situation, the commander with
the expertise, resources and trained personnel best suited to achieving the primary
objective could have been recognized as the supported commander. He could have
received full responsibility and authority for the operation and, as the supported
commander, he could have directed and tasked the other commands involved to support
him as required. This added ability to direct other supporting commands would have
greatly enhanced the efficiency --and effectiveness-- of the Berlin airlift.
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Chapter Three
US Airlift to Israel
October 1973

The airlift was invaluable. It not only lifted our spirits, but also seeved to
make the American position clear to the Soviet Union, and it undoubtedly
served to make our victory possible.
Golda Meir

Air mobility and military airlift continued to evolve after the Berlin airlift and in
1966 MATS was redesignated as the Military Airlift Command (MAC). This
redesignation placed MAC on an equal level with the other Air Force combat
commands.102 It was completely re-equipped with aircraft whose design was optimized
for transporting military cargo. During the late 1960's and early 1970's MAC performed
constant operations into Vietnam supporting the US war effort there. It also continued to
fly numerous humanitarian missions and other types of nonlethal operations. In 1973
war again erupted in the Middle East and MAC was called upon to perform a strategic
airlift operation in direct support of a US ally -- Israel. This resupply operation to Israel,
named NICKEL GRASS, demonstrated the unique capabilities of organic military
strategic airlift.103
The Berlin airlift highlighted some problems with command relationships, and
though there were some command relationship problems during Operation NICKEL
GRASS, this operation as a whole is especially noteworthy as an example of strategic air
mobility directly supporting a national security objective. During the airlift, US military
organic strategic airlift forces operated independently of any US combat forces. They
directly pursued US strategic objectives and helped maintain the balance of power in the
Middle East. During the Israeli airlift of 1973, operating without well established route
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support or infrastructure, “it was the first time that the men and machines of the strategic
airlift force were called upon to virtually go it alone.”104
On October 6, 1973, the population of the state of Israel was celebrating the
Jewish holiday of Yom Kippur. That morning a quiet mobilization began as reservists
slipped from the synagogues and temples to join their military units. This mobilization
came as the result of Israeli intelligence estimates that an Arab attack was imminent but
the mobilization was to be a case of too little, too late.105 At precisely 2 PM, (4 hours
earlier than Israeli intelligence estimates), Egyptian forces mounted an assault on Israeli
defenses on the eastern side of the Suez Canal. Water cannons breached openings in the
huge defensive sand berms, bridges were hastily thrown across the canal, and Egyptian
armor, protected by an umbrella of anti-aircraft missiles, began to roll across into the
Israeli occupied areas of the Sinai peninsula.
Reports from northeast Israel carried equally ominous news. Coordinated with
the Egyptian attack, Syrian mechanized infantry divisions rolled into the Golan Heights
and attacked Israeli defense forces with unrelenting fury. Syrian tanks pressed the
offensive against outnumbered Israeli troops and made territorial gains into that strategic
region.106 Both the Syrians, and the Egyptians to the south, advanced into territories held
by Israel since the Six Day War in 1967, but not without cost.
The Yom Kippur war of 1973 became marked by its enormous consumption rates
of both equipment lost to enemy action, and ammunition and supplies used in prosecuting
the battle.107 Over the course of the next seventeen days, the battles would rage and
stocks of all war-related materials for both sides of the conflict would become depleted to
dangerously low levels. The Arab coalition received support and supplies from the
Soviet Union via airlift within days of the beginning of the war and President Nixon
faced a precarious decision.
Nixon's decisions shaped many aspects of America's future relations with all
concerned in the region. These decisions would affect the US-Israeli relationship as well
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as relations with the Arab world. Further, all decisions for action taken in that region
would indirectly influence the superpower relations between the US and USSR. A
difficult balancing act would require the US to demonstrate its resolve to back the state of
Israel, while maintaining working relations with Arab states in the region. It also had to
accommodate growing détente with the Soviet Union by avoiding direct confrontation
with the Soviets while receiving little backing or support from its western European
allies. In large part, the US relied on air mobility assets to pursue its national security
objectives and maintain a balance of power in the region. The airlift provided the means
for the US to support Israel directly through strategic nonlethal airpower while limiting
the potential for an expansion and escalation of the conflict into one involving the
superpowers.
Background
The history of conflict and turmoil in the Middle East spans thousands of years.
The most recent focus of tensions, however, saw its genesis in 1948 when the state of
Israel was created by UN mandate. A series of wars, border clashes, and terrorist
activities led to the preemptive attack by Israel against mobilized and deployed Arab
forces in 1967. The “Six Day War” resulted in the utter and swift defeat of Egyptian,
Syrian, and Jordanian military forces. Israel found itself occupying the strategically
valuable Golan Heights, the West Bank areas around the city of Jerusalem, and the vast
expanses of the Sinai Peninsula.

The humiliation of the Arab military forces was

complete and losses to the Egyptian army alone were estimated by President Nasser to be
in excess of 80%.108 The Arab states did not change their public posture towards Israel.
Moreover, as a result of the war, their public posturing became more vehement and their
goal of rebuilding their military power became paramount. Nasser asserted after the
1967 war that “Israel's existence in itself is an aggression” and a diplomatically brokered
peace, hoped for by Israel, was not to be.109 The occupied territories remained under the
control of the Israelis as a defensive buffer zone against attack by hostile neighbors.
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The Soviet Union used the 1967 war as a chance to become the defender of Arab
nations in the region.110 Massive supplies of arms flowed into the region and Soviet
“advisors” trained Arab military personnel and in some cases manned the equipment
themselves. The equipment arriving was also of higher technological standards than
previous supplies. The Egyptians set about building a sophisticated SAM network, that
included the new SAM 3, to ward off Israeli airpower.111 The Soviets also supplied arms
to the Syrians. This double build up created the specter of Israel having to fight another
two-front war sometime in the future, but it had handled that very situation without much
problem in 1967.
At the same time the Soviets were exerting their influence in the region, the US
was also improving relations with the Egyptians. In 1970, with the death of Nasser,
Anwar Sadat became the president of Egypt. His approach to the superpowers was an
attempt to balance relationships with both actors while maintaining the support of his
domestic political constituency.

The United States, in response to the Soviet arms

shipments to the Arab states, continued to provide arms and supplies to Israel. Though
the support given to Israel was short of that provided Egypt and Syria by the Soviets, it
nonetheless demonstrated that the US was committed to the survival of Israel and it also
cast the area as a theater of contest between the two superpowers. The United States was
not going to allow a Soviet client armed by the USSR to defeat a US client armed by the
US.112 With this commitment in mind, Sadat realized that the only realistic course open
to him was to rely on the United States to restrain Israel in future conflicts and mount
actions with more limited objectives.
Sadat felt that in order to win back prestige lost in the 1967 defeat, he must find a
way to seize back some of the occupied territory, and then conduct diplomacy from a
position of strength. To accomplish this aim, he needed offensive arms and mobile antiaircraft missile systems to protect his forces.

Sadat felt that the Soviets were not

cooperating and would offer only defensive arms.
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As a result, he expelled Soviet

military advisors from Egypt in July of 1972. The lack of direct Soviet influence in the
Egyptian armed forces allowed Sadat to formulate his plans unhindered. He launched an
effort for a settlement concerning the occupied territories through political efforts and
threats of renewed war.113 By 1973, Arab states still relied on the USSR for military
arms and supplies, but Egypt had also opened limited relations with the US in an attempt
to influence Israeli actions indirectly. With the Vietnam war experience over, the US
supported Israel, searched for diplomatic solutions with Egypt, and also cultivated
détente with the Soviet Union.
Throughout the late 1960's and the early 1970's, President Nixon pursued the path
of détente. One of the goals sought was an agreement on strategic arms limitations,
which came to fruition in 1972 with the signing of the SALT agreements. Détente also
produced more open exchanges and commitments to limit involvement in third world
conflicts.114 Though both countries continued to provide arms and supplies to client
states, there was an implicit understanding that the potential of escalation could be
limited by avoiding direct confrontation in third world theaters. That understanding
influenced the Middle East situation and combined with Arab concerns to shape the
US/Israeli relationship between 1967 and 1973.115
Following the Six Day War, Israel occupied territory that had previously been
parts of Egypt, Syria, and Jordan. The US helped to assure that Israel retained the
territory after the 1967 war to pressure the Arabs to negotiate for a real peace.116
Unfortunately, as already seen, the Arab states felt they could not negotiate from such a
position of weakness and that stigma could not be averted until the territories were
returned. Thus, Israel faced a war of attrition against the Arab countries. The new Israeli
security challenges were no longer survival issues, but rather trying to frustrate Arab
efforts to compel Israel to relinquish war gains from the 1967 war.117 As the “War of
Attrition” progressed, the losses mounted on both sides. Finally in 1970, an agreement
was reached between Israel and Egypt in an effort to stem the violence along the Sinai
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border. This agreement was promptly violated a few months later when Nasser moved
his forces up to the Suez Canal under the protective umbrella of his newly acquired
defensive SAM system.118 Israel responded by preparing a defensive system that evolved
into the Bar Lev line. This system was designed to provide defensive positions and
observation points that would allow skeleton forces of the Israeli Defense Force (IDF) to
stymie any enemy actions while reserves mobilized to create complete units.

The

equipment that would fill the Israeli positions was largely American built and supplied,
and these two forces faced each other across the Suez canal in anticipation of future
conflict.
This intricate balance of superpower influence, evolving strategies, objectives,
and perceptions would come to a head in October of 1973. The events from 1967 to
1973 created complex interrelationships between the countries involved and these multifaceted relations would influence the decision process during the first few days of the
war. Throughout this time period and after the war began “American and Israeli relations
with the Soviet Union, Europe, the Arab countries and the Third World were
significantly shaped and reshaped again and again”.119 The true test of commitment,
support, and diplomacy by both sides would be tempered in the flame of conflict.
The Decision and Objectives
The initial assault by Arab forces caught the Israelis by surprise. Though there
are differing arguments as to why the mobilization came so late, the preponderance of
information points to a combination of intelligence breakdowns and political
considerations. Israeli intelligence had observed the Egyptian and Syrian buildups along
the borders of the occupied territories. Their assessments, however, had misjudged both
the intentions and timing of the enemy forces, resulting in a situation where they failed to
predict the attack until it was almost too late. Secondly, political leaders in Israel were
hesitant to act on intelligence estimates. A false mobilization had occurred earlier that
year, costing the state millions of dollars, and officials were reluctant to repeat that
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mistake.120 In addition, Israel was pressured by the United States not to take preemptive
actions against the Arabs. In 1967, the Israelis had launched preemptive attacks in
response to Arab actions and deployments. In the aftermath of the destruction of the
Arab forces there were critics that the Israelis were the aggressors. In this instance Nixon
tried to preserve a friendly relationship with the Arab world and he did not want Israel to
appear in any way to be the aggressor.121 In any case, the IDF mobilized late and a
timely mobilization was crucial to the defense of Israel.
The defense concept of Israel had always been dictated by the inability of
the country to maintain a large standing force at any given time. Her
defense was based on three elements: intelligence, which should give
ample warning to mobilize reserves; a standing army, which would fight
the holding phase of an enemy attack; and an air force, which had a large
regular component. These three elements were designed to win time and
hold the line until the reserves moved in and took over.122
The reserves scrambled to form units and faced the task of shoring up defenses being
overwhelmed by motivated, well trained, and well equipped Arab forces.
On the Suez front, Egyptian forces stayed beneath their protective antiaircraft
umbrella and carried the attack to the Bar Lev line. The line did not present as robust a
defense as envisioned by its planners because the Israeli commander for that section had
not deployed his armored forces to their defensive positions. The Egyptians carried the
line and established a broad front five miles into Israeli held territory.123 They then
prepared defensive positions and dug in to repel any counterattacks. In the north the
Syrians launched a more mobile, mechanized campaign against the Israelis in the Golan
Heights. As they advanced, they were met by fierce resistance and the fighting was
bloody and costly. Within several days the Israeli defenses had bent but not broken, and
mobilized reserves began arriving to round out the units.
Fighting ebbed and flowed for the first several days. By the 10th of October it
was clear the Egyptians were holding their positions with no immediate plans for an
offensive.

The Israelis mounted a counterattack in the Golan Heights and after
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unrelenting pressure they gained back territory previously lost to the Syrians and
advanced towards Damascus. Pressure was placed on Egypt, by the Syrians, to launch an
attack to relieve the Israeli pressure in the north. The Egyptians left the protection of
their anti-aircraft batteries on the west bank of the Suez and attempted a large-scale
attack deep into Israeli territory. Their effort was soundly defeated, with Israeli airpower
supplying the knockout blow. The Egyptian offensive had lasted only half of a day.124
The battles raged for the first week and it became evident that the war was not to be a
repeat of the short decisive war of 1967. This war was to be costly to both sides, and it
was reflected in the early, exceptionally high rate at which war stocks were consumed
and equipment and personnel lost.125
The superpowers had competing interests in the Middle East that had already
clashed. The Soviet Union balanced the need to avoid direct conflict with the US and
maintain détente with the need to support their client Arab states in the war. As a result,
the Soviets pushed for a cease-fire, while fighting for terms most favorable to their client
states. The US pushed for both super powers to restrain from delivering additional
weapons to either the Arabs or the Israelis and use their combined influence to bring
about a cease-fire.126

It became clear to the Soviets, however, especially after the

reversal of fortunes for the Syrians and the failed Egyptian offensive, that they would
need to resupply their allies if they were to achieve any success in tipping the balance of
force in their favor. The Soviets thus began airlifting supplies to Egypt and Syria on the
10th of October. Over 70 flights a day went into the two countries.127 This resupply
effort threatened to tip the balance of power in the conflict in favor of the Arab nations,
which would in turn threaten the survival of Israel.
American leaders had always been dedicated to a balance of power in the region
as a top priority. Though he realized there was little chance of an early end to the
fighting, Nixon sought diplomatic solutions to the conflict from the beginning in the hope
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that the US would not have to intervene. US initiatives for a diplomatic peace were
begun in the Security Council of the United Nations, but Nixon states,
As far as the American position was concerned, I saw no point in trying to
impose a diplomatic cease-fire that neither side wanted or could be
expected to observe. It would be better to wait until the war had reached
the point which neither side had a decisive military advantage.128
Unfortunately the war was rapidly depleting Israel's war materials. This put US security
interests in the area at risk. There were several loosely defined objectives for that region
that framed Nixon's decision process.

First and foremost, the United States was

dedicated to the survival of Israel, and within this parameter Nixon hoped to: 1) avoid a
superpower confrontation by limiting the length and violence of the war, 2) maintain
détente and preserve the balance of power in the region, and 3) preserve and possibly
improve the US standing in the Arab world by dealing with the situation in an
evenhanded way and exerting some influence over Israel to resolve the conflict with
Arab desires in mind.129 These objectives set the framework for the decision to send
relief to Israel.
Help in the form of supplies and arms was requested by Israel almost
immediately. On the 7th of October, Israeli Prime Minister Golda Meir requested arms
and aid, but the request was denied because at that time it was thought by American
leaders that the Israelis could win the war without American help.130 By the time the true
status of the war was known several days later, military supplies that the US had
promised to Israel prior to the outbreak of hostilities were expedited and loaded aboard El
Al airlines aircraft for emergency lift back to Tel Aviv.

The National Command

Authorities assessed the situation and weighed the various options and pressure was
mounting on the administration. Watergate was fast becoming a major national issue and
the Israeli ambassador to the United States, Simcha Dinitz, implied that he would seek
pressure for American aid and supplies through the Jewish delegation in Congress.131
Nixon's advisors needed facts to help make the decision and Israel was quick to provide
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them. On October 9th, the Israelis made known the extent of their losses, and the news
was sobering. Within the first few days of the war Israel had lost over 49 combat aircraft
and 500 battle tanks.132 It had become evident that Israeli needs were legitimate and if
they were to be saved from a military defeat, they too would have to be resupplied, and
quickly.133 Golda Meir was quick to point out to the Secretary of State, Henry Kissinger,
that part of the blame for their predicament lay with the US pressure preventing an Israeli
preemptive attack.
You know the reasons why we took no preemptive action. Our failure to
take action is the reason for our situation now. If I had given the Chief of
Staff authority to preempt as he had recommended, some hours before the
attack began, there is no doubt our situation would now be different.134
Estimates showed that there was less than a one week supply of ammunition available to
Israel, and the United States had to act fast.135 The only option available that could avoid
a direct conflict, preserve Israel, and help preserve the balance of power in the region
appeared to be the rapid resupply of Israel's military needs by airlift.
Organization and Execution
Work on a contingency plan began within the US military almost immediately
after the war in the Middle East started. As the Military Airlift Command (MAC) tried to
outline contingency possibilities, White House, National Security Council, Department of
State and Department of Defense organizations attempted to define the extent of US
involvement.136 As details about the conflict emerged, the complex interrelationships of
all parties involved in the conflict were not lost on military leaders. General Paul K.
Carlton, the commander of MAC, realized that it would be difficult to determine
what did need to be done to support Israel or possibly the Arabs as the case may
have been. You know we do business daily with both sides of that fence -- we are
very interested in our Arab connections and very dependent on the product o f the
oil fields and I guess there's nothing that could have been more difficult for the
US to cope with than fighting in this area -- cause [sic] we've got friends on both
sides. We've got to maintain a balance or we lose both ways.137
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The decisions at the national level in Washington set parameters on how the
resupply would be conducted. Once Nixon decided to maintain the balance of forces in
the Mideast conflict through an aerial resupply effort, the Military Airlift Command, as
single manager of Defense Department strategic airlift, was asked to implement it.138
The overall scheme would involve a mixture of lift vehicles with the key being “quick
movement of critical items, followed by far greater quantities through necessarily slower
means.”139 Sealift would be necessary to supply the long term needs of Israel, but the
immediate crisis response would rely on the quick, responsive capability of airlift.
The airlift planning at MAC began by looking at several options. The first was
simply to allow Israel to continue conducting its own operations via El Al airlines.140
This possibility was quickly ruled out as the meager resources, a handful of commercial
Boeing 707s and 747s, available to the airline were totally inadequate for the expected
volume of resupply necessary. Additionally, these aircraft were limited in their ability to
onload and offload cargo through small side doors designed for passenger use. Another
alternative, that of contracting US commercial carriers to augment El Al, was considered
but there were no US carriers willing to take on the risk. The carriers were concerned
with insurance problems of flying into a war zone, as well as the impact of their aiding
Israel on future business with Arab nations.141 The solution would have to involve the
US military organic strategic airlift fleet.
The use of US military airlift included two possible options. The first was to
carry supplies to a facility short of Israel and then transship the goods to an Israeli
aircraft for the final leg into Tel Aviv. This option would keep US aircraft out of the war
zone and eliminate the image of US military cargo aircraft flying directly to the aid of
Israel. Using this method, however, would produce problems similar to those already
encountered by using El Al. This system would merely move the bottleneck to the
transshipment point, where El Al would still not have adequate lift capability to get the
needed supplies to Israel in a timely fashion. Additionally, the US commitment to
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prevent the defeat of Israel would not be as apparent as in more direct methods. The
second option was to allow US military aircraft to fly the supplies from the United States
along the entire route into Tel Aviv itself. This plan eliminated the need for time
consuming transshipment but also resulted in more direct, visible involvement on the part
of the US, which was a possible drawback in terms of fostering Arab relations.
The receipt of additional information made the difference On October 9th, the
true extent of Israeli losses was known and on October 10th the Soviet Union began a
full-scale airlift effort to replace Syrian and Egyptian losses.142 At the same time US
inquiries for allied support and requests to use US overseas bases received negative
replies.143 The only allied country that appeared to be willing to lend any support at all
was Portugal. Their tentative offer was to let US airlift forces use Lajes AFB, Azores
Islands, for refueling and crew change purposes in consideration of future US basing
rights negotiations.144 Nixon decided that America's military strategic airlift fleet was the
answer.145 It would best accomplish both the military objective of getting supplies to
Israel and send the political message by displaying America's unconditional support of
Israel to both the Soviets and the Arab states.146 General Carlton later stated:
Although we made some initial queries into the availability of commercial airlift,
there were good reasons for the ultimate decision to keep the Israeli airlift “all
blue suit.” In its early stage, the operation was as important for its demonstration
of national resolve as it was for the supplies it carried. Such national intent could
only be emphasized in unequivocal terms through the use of military aircraft.147
The airlift was to be carried out largely by the US strategic airlift forces, partially aided
by the continuing efforts of El Al airlines. What was needed was the approval from
Portugal to use the Azores, and a subsequent execution order from the US command
structure.
Concurrent with the evaluation of the several options, MAC planners began
preparations for deploying the necessary infrastructure to support the operation. The
airlift would pickup Israel-destined cargo at various embarkation points in the US, then
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transit Lajes, and from there proceed across the Mediterranean to Tel Aviv. The requests
for equipment from Israel were received by the State Department, evaluated and passed
to the Department of Defense, from which the requests were given to the Air Force
Logistics Command (AFLC). The job of AFLC was to locate the requested equipment,
assess the impact on USAF readiness if it were shipped to Israel, then prepare the cargo
for air transport.148 AFLC would oversee the Joint Chiefs of Staff priority system for air
shipments and AFLC coordinated their requirements with MAC Headquarters to
schedule airlift.149

MAC arranged for the deployment of Airlift Control Elements

(ALCEs), consisting of over 250 personnel, to the designated pickup points to coordinate
the onload, traffic flow, and mission tracking of the MAC flights.150 Flights would then
proceed to Lajes Air Base in the Azores.
At Lajes the infrastructure could not support the expected flight traffic flow. It
was a small facility scheduled to be transferred to the Navy in a few months time. It
normally handled only about 15-20 flights per month, and the expected traffic flow for
the Israeli airlift was estimated to exceed 20-30 flights per day. A force of over 450
support personnel were sent to Lajes and housed in any facilities that could be found,
including hallways and hospital rooms.151 They brought with them servicing and support
equipment as well as spare parts needed to keep the airlift flowing. Lajes was critical to
the airlift. Without it serving as a refueling point, the C-141s could not reach Israel and
the C-5 aircraft would have to greatly reduce their cargo loads for the extra fuel that
would be required for the nonstop flight to Tel Aviv.152 Without Lajes, the US could not
provide the required flow of material to sustain Israel's warfighting needs.
After Lajes, the aircraft would proceed along the portion of flight most
susceptible to incident. In the Mediterranean the flight path was chosen carefully to
avoid flying in airspace controlled by North African Arab states as well as airspace
controlled by non-cooperative European nations.

This carefully selected route was

coupled with safeguards of US escort coverage provided by the US Navy's 6th Fleet as
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picket ships. They monitored each flight's progress and provided information to flight
crews of any potentially hostile actions as well as air escort if required. For the last
portion of the route, US cargo aircraft were escorted by Israeli fighters into Tel Aviv.153
Once on the ground it was important to keep the traffic flow moving through
expeditious offloading of the aircraft. Lod International airport in Tel Aviv initially had
no US personnel present to help in support activities for the airlift. An ALCE unit was
designated to deploy with the first delivery aircraft into Tel Aviv. Once there it would
coordinate with the Israeli government and El Al airlines for the provisions necessary to
refuel, service and offload the US military aircraft. US presence was kept to a minimum,
but there were eventually over 50 MAC ALCE personnel assigned at Lod airport.154
The pieces were in place. MAC ALCE units were being deployed, aircrews were
on alert and embarkation points in the US were ready to load cargo. The final go ahead
was received by General Carlton on the 13th of October. Portugal had agreed to the use
of Lajes and Nixon had ordered the airlift to proceed immediately.155 Within nine hours
the first load of supplies was airborne on its way towards Israel. To accomplish the
airlift, MAC waivered crewrest and crew duty day limits to get the maximum utility of its
aircrew members.156 The airlift transported supplies uninterrupted to Israel and delivered
critical supplies through the efforts of many throughout the system. At the offload point
in Israel, “the fastest turnaround times were essential to get the incoming C-5 Galaxies
and C-141 Starlifters offloaded, fueled and airborne on their return flights. By the fifth
day of activity, MAC ALCE crews were regularly achieving aircraft turnaround times as
low as 55 minutes on C-141s and under 2 hours on the C-5s”157 (The normal scheduled
turnaround times are 3 hours and fifteen minutes for C-141s and four hours and fifteen
minutes for a C-5). As the airlift peaked, interest began to focus on sealift, and the task
of building up sufficient quantities of arms to meet the long-term requirements fell to the
ships.158 The US airlift to Israel officially ended November 14, 1973, thirty-three days
after it had begun.
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The airlift was a success in many ways. It delivered over 22,000 tons of supplies
and out-performed the Soviet effort even though the US airlift had to cover four times the
distance and started five days after the Soviets began.159 It had delivered the supplies
necessary for Israel's army to continue the fight. Anti-tank weapons such as TOW and
MAVERICK missiles, as well as ammunition for artillery pieces and tanks, made their
way immediately into action. “Materials were transferred to Israeli trucks, waiting in
long lines for their precious cargo and hauled to Israeli supply distribution points for
allocation.”160 The pace of offload never slackened. As one crewmember noted after
several flights into Tel Aviv, “within a few days the atmosphere at Lod had turned from
desperate urgency to one of businesslike efficiency.”161 While some supplies made a
direct contribution to Israel's fighting capability, other equipment deliveries performed
the equally important task of sending a clear message of US support.

The well-

publicized offloading of M-60 tanks from mammoth C-5 aircraft in Israel served as a
psychological boost if not an actual combat capability. “The airlift showed the Arabs
what could be done by the United States. Soviet leaders got the same message -- that the
United States was both determined and able to restock Israel with weapons to replace its
heavy losses, including even heavy tanks and missiles.”162 The impact of the delivery of
tanks and other heavy outsized cargo also is evident through the statements of President
Sadat after the war, when he confirmed that he had seen the resupply as almost an
inexhaustible supply of tanks and armor from the US to Israel.163

The airlift had

performed an integral role in supporting Israel, containing the conflict through the
demonstration of support and helped bring about a settlement.164 Israel was able to
counter Arab attacks and secure battle lines for the eventual negotiated end to the
conflict.165 The US airlift had helped make this possible, but not without problems.
Command Relations and Lessons Learned
Post-airlift “lessons learned” focused primarily on three areas: contingency
planning, the strategic airlift force structure itself, and command and control (command
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relationships).166 The first two areas were found deficient in several ways. There was
inadequate contingency planning for supporting Israel, but it was largely attributed to
tight Israeli security measures and non-cooperation that had made any meaningful
planning impossible. In terms of the airlift force structure, the cost overrun and designproblem plagued C-5 aircraft had performed well. The biggest deficiency was found to
be the lack of air refueling capability. C-141s had no physical capability built into the
aircraft and the C-5, which had an aerial refueling system built into it, lacked crews
trained in aerial refueling. Steps were taken to rectify these problems as C-141s were
retrofitted with aerial refueling systems and all MAC airlift pilots began training to
become aerial refueling qualified. In terms of command relations (command and control)
the problems were less well-defined and more varied. General Carlton faced several
frustrating problems during both the early planning phases of the operation and the actual
conduct of the airlift.
During airlift planning, many individuals tried to determine the “best way” to
perform an airlift. Some of the considerations were primarily political and were of great
importance. The decision to transship supplies, use military aircraft or commercial, and
where to provide enroute support were all largely driven by the political atmosphere
engendered by the crisis. Problems in setting up the airlift arose primarily because little
advice was sought from MAC. General Carlton continually voiced his frustration with
policy makers in the State Department and the Department of Defense who had no idea
of the problems associated with the use of commercial aircraft, transshipping problems,
and infrastructure support requirements for enroute stations. At one point he talked with
Lieutenant General William Snavely, the Deputy USAF Chief of Staff for Systems and
Logistics. General Snavely, working through AFLC, was the point of contact to the rest
of DOD and the National Command Authority and had attempted to set up the framework
for the airlift (as well as requisition supplies). However, he was unqualified to take on
the task. Throughout his career, he had received little experience or training in any type
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of strategic airlift and neither had his staff. This deficiency became apparent when,
during the course of one conversation, General Carlton had to inform him what an ALCE
was and why they were needed both at Lajes and in Tel Aviv.167 General Carlton also
had to explain continually the requirements for enroute support, flying operations and
cargo traffic management.
On several occasions General Carlton commented that he was “mystified at the
way things were running” and that he was being given directives but not being consulted
on how best to plan for the airlift operation.168 This process continued throughout the
airlift.

The Department of Defense and the State Department placed limits on the

numbers of aircraft that could be used in the airlift and the number of flights per day into
Israel that were permissible. While political factors may have been a consideration, none
were cited for the restrictions except that the staffs of those agencies had determined the
optimal flow for the operation.169
All of the problems associated with extra correspondence, coordination, and
bureaucratic layering to put the operation in place could have been reduced if MAC had
been allowed to plan the airlift within only broad directives and guidelines.

This

observation is reinforced by the findings of the Office of the Comptroller General of the
United States in its “Report to Congress.” While recognizing the existence of political
constraints in the operation, the report cites the fact that “The SECDEF [Secretary of
Defense] controlled the number of aircraft allowed at Lod. This severely constrained
MAC in its ability to schedule airlift.”170 Had General Carlton been designated as
operation's overall commander, he would have had the ability -- and authority -- to plan
and task other support as required. His actions could then be guided by an overall
framework of political guidance within which he would operate. This arrangement was,
in fact, the recommendation in the comptroller's report. The comptroller recommended
that, “MAC be allowed to manage the movement of cargo and personnel and to control
the flow of aircraft in future strategic airlift operations, within the overall limits
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established by higher authorities.”171 This ability to have the responsibility and authority
for the operation would allow him to task other agencies as required. They would then
support him as the strategic airlift forces directly pursued national security objectives.
The operation was a success. It displayed the US commitment to Israel while
avoiding direct confrontation with the Soviets.

The airlift, combined with the air-

refueled transfer of fighter aircraft and C-130s that were given to the Israelis, provided
the vital supplies required to help Israel fight the war. Ammunition was primary, but
tanks, artillery and other oversize cargo were just as important in sending the message
and assuring Israel's survival. Though this action was not the only key to resolving the
crisis (threat of Soviet intervention and alert status of US military forces in response,
diplomatic initiatives, etc.) it demonstrated the unique capabilities that military strategic
airlift/air mobility can provide for national decision authorities. In this case it was the
airlift that provided the ability for the US to navigate the treacherous balance of power
issues at stake in the region as well as the confused waters of Israeli, Arab, and European
relations. In the words of Golda Meir, “For generations to come all will be told of the
immense planes from the United States bringing in the material that meant life to our
people.

Israel probably was saved from being overrun by President Nixon's quick

decision to intervene with huge resupply.”172
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October - 14 November 1973 (Scott AFB, Illinois: Office of MAC History, April 30, 1974), (revised July
1976), 52-54.
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“The Air Force and The Middle East War”, Air Force Policy Letter for Commanders, No. 2-1974,
February 1974, 27.
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“The Resupply of Israel by Air”, The Defense Transportation Journal, March-April 1974, 19.
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The following chart compares the airlift efforts of the US and Soviet Union during the period of the
Yom Kippur War:
Soviet Union
US

Duration Missions
40 days
935
32 days
567

Distance (one way)
1,700 miles
6,450 miles
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Tonnage
15,000
22,318

Source: Kenneth L. Patchin, Flight to Israel: A Historical Documentary of Strategic Airlift to Israel 14
October - 14 November 1973 (Scott AFB, Illinois: Office of MAC History, April 30, 1974), (revised July
1976), 254. (Compiled from MAC record logs and tabulated for MAC Command Briefing Information).
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“The Resupply of Israel by Air”, The Defense Transportation Journal, March-April 1974, p. 21.
Other sources confirm the quick transfer of materials from aircraft into the Israeli logistics system. Early in
the operation General Carlton commented on the total offload support MAC was receiving at Lod Airport
and how quickly the Israelis were unloading aircraft and getting the supplies away from the airport and into
the field. See, Kenneth L. Patchin, Flight to Israel: A Historical Documentary of Strategic Airlift to Israel
14 October - 14 November 1973 (Scott AFB, Illinois: Office of MAC History, April 30, 1974), (revised
July 1976), 151.
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Robert Whitehouse, Capt., “Munitions, roses and rockets”, The Air Reservist, March 1974, 8.
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Ed O'Brien, Chief of the Globe-Democrat Washington Bureau, “C-5s saved the day”, St. Louis Globe
Democrat, November 11, 1973, 3-F.
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One example of the impression that the airlift of heavy tanks made comes from a compilation in Dr.
Mets book, Land-Based Airpower in Third World Crises (Air University, Maxwell Air Force Base,
Alabama: Air University Press, 1986), Footnote #47, 119. This account comes from Golda Meir, My Life,
(New York: Putnam's, 1975), 431. While evidence supports that few if any of the US supplied tanks saw
battle, they were offloaded with much publicity at Lod airport (not Al-Arish). Their arrival made a vivid
impression on Sadat:
Al-Arish became an airbase where colossal US transport aircraft landed, loaded with
tanks and sophisticated weapons. Al-Arish is an Egyptian city; it is the capital of Sinai,
and lay directly behind the front...I noticed that every time I destroyed a dozen tanks,
more tanks were to be seen on the battlefield. The United States was taking part in the
war to save Israel...and the Americans were using the Egyptian Al-Arish airfield,
immediately behind the front quite openly, so as to turn Israel's defeat into victory...Soon,
however, I found that they were facing hundreds of tanks which the United States
supplied to the Israelis on the spot.
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The airlift was not the only action taken by the US. Tactical Air Command fighters were ferried to
Israel with the support of SAC tanker aircraft. US Army forces in the US were also placed on alert in
response to Soviet hints they may enter the conflict with their own forces. All of these events help guide
the outcome of the conflict, however, this paper by necessity of length and its primary focus on airlift only
addresses the MAC airlift contribution.
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Alert status of forces both in the USSR and the US contributed to growing tensions that could have
erupted in direct confrontation. The initial move known to the US was the readiness status of up to seven
Soviet divisions that were “readied” for airlift to the Middle East. This was countered by US raising its
alert status of nuclear forces and the readiness status of the 82nd Airborne division. Pressures to save the
surrounded Egyptian Third Army helped coerce Soviet efforts to broker a cease-fire, while mounting
domestic problems for the Nixon administration in dealing with Watergate provided impetus to the US.
Each side had their own reasons to seek a negotiated cease-fire--and quickly.
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For an outline of findings after the airlift see the Lessons Learned section of the Report to the
Congress, “Airlift Operations Of The Military Airlift Command During The Middle East War”, by the
Comptroller General of the United States, April 16, 1975, 30. (Air University Library Doc # M-U 41026-8
no. 75-204)
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Telecon memo for record between General Carlton and General Snavely October 12, 1973. (HRA
#168 7100-556)
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These observations can be found in a series of phone call records and memos kept by the MAC CC
beginning October 9, 1973. (HRA #168.7100-557)
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See records of message traffic cited and Memos for record by MAC HQ/CC from October 15 November 5, 1973. (HRA # 168.7100-556 to 557).
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Report to the Congress, “Airlift Operations Of The Military Airlift Command During The Middle East
War”, by the Comptroller General of the United States, April 16, 1975, 9. (Air University Library Doc #
M-U 41026-8 no. 75-204)
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Report to the Congress, “Airlift Operations Of The Military Airlift Command During The Middle East
War”, by the Comptroller General of the United States, April 16, 1975, 35-36. (Air University Library Doc
# M-U 41026-8 no. 75-204)
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February 1974, 27.
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Chapter Four
Implications for the Future
It has been convincingly demonstrated that strategic airlift can be
mobilized quickly and employed at far-distant points as a powerful and
effective component of American airpower.
Our strategic airlift
component has attained our national objectives in peacetime. The airlift
component has now taken the proper place alongside the combat
strategic, tactical and air defense components of airpower. Unlike those
armed components, the airlift component can be employed independently
in time of peace or in time of war.
General Laurence S. Kuter, 1949

The two previous case studies provide some historical evidence of the importance
of strategic air mobility. In these situations it was airlift/air mobility that directly allowed
the achievement of national security objectives through nonlethal means. In Berlin, a
newly formed command provided resources and expertise to achieve national strategic
objectives in post World War II Europe. However, Military Air Transport Service
personnel and resources were absorbed by the geographic command US Air Forces
Europe, resulting in an extra layer of bureaucracy. This command arrangement removed
airlift personnel from the necessary direct communications required to achieve the
desired objective most efficiently. This organization also removed a portion of authority
from the commander perhaps best qualified to direct the effort and know the support
requirements needed from outside agencies and commands.
As the importance of strategic airlift was recognized, the Military Airlift
Command was formed and became a full Air Force Command as well as the single DOD
manager for strategic airlift. The autumn 1973 the crisis in the Middle East caused MAC
to be called upon to achieve national security objectives in that vital region. The airlift
directly supported Israel's ability to carry on the fight while simultaneously
demonstrating to the Arab nations, the United States' unfaltering resolve and commitment
to Israel. This operation, combined with military alert postures, also warned the Soviet
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Union against escalation or any further direct involvement in the conflict. This airlift
operation was a clear case of the unique capabilities of organic strategic military
airlift/air mobility performing a critical airpower mission that was nonlethal. The Israeli
airlift was in direct pursuit of national security policies and not an enhancement or
support function of any other US military action.
While these two operations are prime examples of the use of strategic air mobility
by national command authorities to pursue national objectives, they are by no means
isolated

examples.

USAF

resources

have

been

involved

in

over

450

noncombat/nonlethal operations between 1947 and 1989.173 In these operations U.S.
support aircraft acted apart from traditional combat to accomplish a national goal. This
figure excludes most minor operations and focuses on large overseas activities in which
the Air Force played a leading role. Overall, these operations have occurred at the rate of
once a month since the creation of the USAF, and they have occurred regardless of
whether or not the Air Force was involved in major wars or smaller conflicts.174 While
these operations have included all types of nonlethal airpower applications, strategic air
mobility has made up a major portion of them.
From the time airlift assets were centralized under MATS to the present day
structure of Air Mobility Command serving as a component of United States
Transportation Command, there have been many major airlift operations. The history
office of AMC has catalogued 372 major airlift operations between 1947 and 1987.175
The majority were humanitarian relief efforts as the result of natural disasters, civil
unrest, plagues and disease, but they also have included the transport of peacekeeping
forces, noncombatant evacuation operations (NEOs), and diplomatic support missions.
These numbers illustrate the importance that nonlethal uses of airpower have played in
carrying out national security policies, and since 1987 the use of air mobility resources in
pursuit of national security objectives has continued.
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In the 1990s, AMC has provided resources to numerous noncombat operations.
They have included airlift and relief to the Kurdish people in Northern Iraq through
Operation PROVIDE COMFORT, transporting over 2,300 tons of relief supplies to
former Soviet republics in Operation PROVIDE HOPE, and the most recently completed
operations in Somalia which provided relief from widespread famine in that country.176
Mobility forces have also supported US participation in other United Nations directed
operations. As recently as February 1994, the United States was involved in UN directed
humanitarian peacekeeping operations in Somalia, Northern Iraq, the former Yugoslavia,
Bosnia, Lebanon, the Sinai, Kuwait, Cambodia and Korea.177 By almost any measure,
strategic air mobility as a nonlethal application of airpower has been important and
doubtless it will continue to be so.
As noted earlier, the future of the international order is uncertain but the majority
view maintains that, “with the changing international environment, the trends in the
military, political, economic, technological, and demographic areas portend major
changes in the security environment.”178 These changes will possibly cause US national
security interests to evolve into areas of concern that are less traditional (such as water
rights and environment issues), and involve more indirect threats to US interests. Several
new perspectives on the emerging international order focus on the linkages between
resource scarcity, civil unrest, ethnic violence and large-scale regional instability.179 The
outgrowth from these circumstances in poor, resource starved areas could “cause several
specific types of acute conflict, each with potentially serious repercussions for the
security interests of the developed world”.180 All of these factors point to a continued
need for US involvement in the international arena to secure national interests; and
within that, there is a vital role for the use of strategic air mobility resources. The most
recent operation in Somalia, RESTORE HOPE, demonstrates some of the problems and
complexities that may be faced by nonlethal operations in the emerging international
environment.
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Somalia and Operation RESTORE HOPE
The Air Force became officially involved in Somalia on August 14, 1992 when
President George Bush ordered emergency food shipments flown in to aid in feeding 1.5
million starving Somalis.181 This initial effort, along with sealifted relief supplies, to
provide 145,000 tons of food was frustrated, however, by marauding parties of armed
men that prevented the distribution of food to those in need. Following widespread
publicity via international news agencies of the near total anarchy in Somalia, the United
Nations Security Council voted on December 3, 1992 to authorize the use of a UN
peacekeeping force. This force was to “use all possible means to establish as soon as
possible a secure environment for humanitarian relief operations” in Somalia.182 AMC,
operating via a USTRANSCOM directive, immediately established enroute facilities for
aerial refueling efforts at Lajes AFB, Azores and the structure eventually grew to include
operations out of Moron Air Base, Spain as well as crew staging operations in Djibouti
and Cairo.183 These facilities, along with others, were to support the airlift effort into
Somalia.
Regular supply missions began to flow into Mogadishu on December 28 with the
arrival of a C-141 aircraft. The airlift was primarily a humanitarian relief effort until
August of 1993, when the focus subtly shifted as US Army Ranger units began to arrive
in response to continuing violence and harassment caused by Somali “warlords.”
Actions against hostile Somali forces culminated in military actions in early October,
when 18 US troops were killed and over 100 wounded in an attempt to capture aides to
the warlord Mohammed Farah Aidid.184 As a result of this incident, President Clinton
declared direct US involvement in Somalia would end no later than March 31, 1994 and
Operation Restore Hope officially ended on that date. While most information on this
operation is still being compiled, examined, and evaluated, what is available may provide
some insights into future US military operations and the role of air mobility.
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In terms of military operations, the efforts in Somalia were characterized by an
extremely complicated set of relationships, a complex continuously evolving situation,
and confused objectives. The primary effort within Somalia itself was directed by the
Joint Task Force Commander, Major General Robert Johnston, USMC. This task force
was formed under US Central Command with the responsibility to assume control of all
operations within Somalia.185 In addition, the operation was carried out under UN orders
with an international joint task force. This arrangement provided some exceptional
challenges in determining operational and support requirements that are beyond the scope
of this paper but are indicative of how future operations may be conducted. Coalitions
and United Nations operations very probably will be a part of future US military
operations. The National Security Strategy of the United States commits itself to the
proposition that “The United States should significantly increase its efforts to improve
regional and United Nations conflict prevention efforts, humanitarian efforts and
peacekeeping capabilities.”186 Additionally, it recognizes that “long-standing missions,
such as humanitarian assistance, must now be undertaken in the midst of civil war and
anarchy. Peacekeeping and peace enforcement are more complex than ever.”187 These
complexities were certainly evident in Somalia.
The initial efforts in Somalia focused largely on the need to relieve suffering of
the starving population. Military forces were deployed to provide an environment within
which the primary task of distributing relief supplies could take place. Later, as the
seriousness of the threat from armed Somalis continued, the focus shifted. As evidenced
by further deployments of combat units the task force began to adopt a primary role of
establishing order and wresting power from the warlords through armed actions. This
series of events helps illustrate that the complexities of humanitarian operations in an
atmosphere of chaos and anarchy can cause primary objectives to shift during the
operation and cause the distinction between humanitarian relief and armed conflict to
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blur.

This type of a situation can also affect the relationships established between

supported and supporting commands.
The operations in support of Somalia provide evidence that not only is the
distinction between objectives and command relations complex, but also that there still
exist some recurring problems with air mobility's relations to other “supported”
commands.

Some of the frustrations experienced by airlift personnel during past

mobility operations were present in the mission to support Somalia. Difficulties in
obtaining facilities and support from other combatant commanders created hardships and
affected the ability of AMC to do its mission.

Within the immediate area of

responsibility, designated as Somalia and Kenya, the air mobility personnel became the
de facto Central Air Forces. Because there were no deployments of fighter aircraft from
the traditional CENTAF supporting units, the AMC Director of Mobility Forces
(DIRMOBFOR) fulfilled that function.188 As such he was largely able to task and
receive support from normal CENTCOM formal lines of communication.

This

cooperative level of support was not the same experience shared by other AMC
personnel within the CENTCOM AOR who were outside of the immediate Joint Task
Force operational area in Somalia.
At Cairo West Air Base a stage operation was established for aircrew changes and
aircraft servicing. The support received from CENTCOM at this location was marginal.
The first personnel to arrive found that the normal lines of communication (through
CENTCOM) for requests were time consuming and extremely ineffective. A general
feeling developed among the AMC personnel that since “the action” was in Somalia, and
all the operations at Cairo were committed to airlift and mobility support functions,
CENTCOM felt no urgency in providing base support personnel, quarters, or facilities for
the AMC people stationed there.189 Normally the geographic CINC will provide the
necessary base operations support personnel for operations at facilities within his AOR,
but in this instance it was difficult to achieve because CENTAF, as a component of
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CENTCOM, had deployed no operational units and therefore saw the operations outside
of Somalia as solely an AMC operation. According to Colonel Robert Ford, who served
as the Commander of 1610 Airlift Support Group at Cairo West, the situation evolved to
one where he had to use informal lines of communication to get the necessary support.
He had the ability to “request” items from CENTCOM but no authority to task the
command to provide it.190 He instead used direct link satellite communications to Scott
AFB, HQ AMC to process requests for the items he needed to perform his mission of
keeping the airlift flowing. The ability to task CENTCOM components to provide the
required support would have greatly increased his efficiency and effectiveness in
carrying out the mission. These same frustrations were felt back at AMC headquarters.
When the CINC with the responsibility for the AOR will not, or cannot, provide
the needed people or equipment to support a mobility function, the Mission Support and
Augmentation Division at AMC must fill in. Major Bob Bruno, Headquarters AMC
served as the chief of the Mission Support and Augmentation Division during the airlift
to Somalia. His experiences showed the unwillingness of CENTAF personnel to commit
their resources to support the requirements for air mobility operations at Cairo. Major
Bruno's counterparts at CENTAF stated that it was an AMC operation, and they felt that
he had no authority to task their support.191 This was especially critical because the barebase “Harvest” kits and other equipment required at Cairo West were owned by
CENTAF.192 AMC, on the other hand, does not own its own resources to provide the
capability for “bare-base” operations.

This is usually not a significant problem if

considered in the traditional scenarios of air mobility supporting combat operations. In
the traditional scenario, combat squadrons deploy and take their kits to the operating site,
and provide personnel to run operations. Since there were no combat units involved at
Cairo West for Operation RESTORE

HOPE, CENTAF was reluctant to allow its

resources to be used by another command. The result was that the people performing the
mission could not receive the support required (which was available in CENTCOM
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stocks in theater) and further, they had no authority to task anyone to provide that
support. While as yet there is no conclusive evidence as to the extent of these types of
problems, the experiences cited above, at the very least, illustrate that the issue of which
command is supporting the other is a relevant one. It appears to have become more
blurred and complex as the distinctions between combat (lethal) operations and
humanitarian airlift (nonlethal) operations merge.
The most recent operations in Somalia may be an indicator of what trends the
future holds for the US military. With air mobility capable of achieving certain national
strategic security objectives, and a continuing need for these operations in the emerging
international environment, how may these requirements affect military command
relationships and USAF doctrine?
Command Relationships
With a recognition that nonlethal airpower is often an appropriate political
instrument, comes the need to examine the relationship between commands and the
CINC tasked with conducting the operation.

How can these relationships and

designation of the supported commander be best determined? Today it is primarily by
the “pin in the map method”. If a certain operation falls into the geographic AOR of a
particular CINC, then he is designated as the supported CINC and all others are tasked to
support him. This designation is quite logical if it is a combat situation requiring the
application of lethal force. The geographic commander will have to integrate various
combat units according to the dictates of the situation and orchestrate their contribution
to the primary military objective. The “lay of the land” becomes important to the
strategy and scheme of maneuver, and expertise concerning that geographic area can
greatly enhance the chances for success.
While such considerations may also be factors in nonlethal scenarios, they tend to
be less significant in terms of successfully accomplishing the mission. When using air
mobility resources in the nonlethal application of strategic airpower, a geographic
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designation may or may not be the best way to appoint a commander. If the operation is
such that it lies overwhelmingly in the realm of transportation and mobility, then it may
make more sense to have CINCTRANS as the supported CINC with the full authority
and responsibility to direct the operation. Other CINCs would then be tasked to support
him and provide the required material and personnel to enable him to perform the
operation.

As the supported CINC he would then have authority over supporting

commanders and could establish relationships whereby these supporting commanders
would “aid, protect, complement, or sustain” the mobility forces as the mobility forces
pursued the designated objectives.193
With the emerging complexities of roles, objectives, and combined forces
anticipated in future military operations, there are several criteria that could be helpful in
analyzing and indicating which CINC may best perform the commanding and supported
role. Some of the criteria that may apply are: (1) determining the primary objective of
the operation; (2) locating the expertise and staff best capable of pursuing the desired
objectives in an efficient, effective and timely manner; and finally, (3) determining who
controls the preponderance of resources required for the operation.
The primary objective of the operation should be the main determinant of the
supported command role. If the goal requires the use of combat forces in a lethal
application, and air mobility is serving in a traditional role as a force enhancer, then it is
probably appropriate to designate the geographic CINC as the supported commander. If
the primary objective requires air mobility to achieve national security objectives,
independent from the application of lethal force, then it may make more sense to
designate the mobility CINC as the supported commander. In some operations, multiple
objectives may exist and be interdependent. They also may change over the course of the
operation. If so, they must be examined carefully to assure that the most important
objectives are determined, and reexamined throughout the course of the operation. The
designation of a supported commander should attempt to reflect the primary objectives of
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the operation. Should the primary objectives change during the course of the operation,
then it may become necessary to designate new command relations and a new supported
commander. Using the primary objectives to determine command relations may not
provide an easy answer in complex scenarios, but this method of using objectives at least
provides a logical starting point for considering the most effective command relations
structure. If the primary objective is identified, then this determination should also help
indicate the commander who possesses the expertise and staff to conduct the operation.
In today's military, personnel have become more specialized and focused in their
areas of expertise. Technology has multiplied effectiveness on the battlefield but it has
also created the need for more specialized knowledge. This specialization and expertise
is equally applicable to the field of mobility. Planning and executing a mobility plan has
evolved into a highly complex and intricate process, and “the best people to assess
transportation feasibility are the people who are going to plan the deployment, namel the
staff of USTRANSCOM and its components.”194 When planning and conducting an
operation in the modern military, expertise is required to produce the greatest results. At
times the situation can drive which staff expertise and specialized knowledge
requirements are most urgently required. If it is a combat situation, a joint battle staff
with a diversity of experience can best serve the objective. If it is primarily a mobility
operation, then it probably follows that mobility experts can best plan and execute the
operation in the most efficient, effective, and timely manner. Their ability to direct the
operation and acquire support should help them maximize the resources they possess.
A final look at required resources and their location should help narrow the
choice for the supported commander. Advantages are usually inherent with a system that
already has in-place lines of communication and established relationships. If a command
individually brings an overwhelming preponderance of resources to the operation then it
can most likely control those resources and maximize their use. In a scenario where the
overwhelming resources and effort support a strategic mobility operation, the commander
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most likely to be best suited to decide and “have the authority to exercise general
direction of the supporting effort” is the mobility commander (CINCTRANS).195
Because strategic air mobility can achieve national security objectives, and could lead to
the redesignation of the supported commander, Air Force doctrine, should recognize the
role of air mobility as a direct application of nonlethal airpower.
USAF Doctrine
In current USAF doctrine contained in Air Force Manual 1-1, airlift and air
mobility perform only support or enhancement missions.196

This role of force

enhancement is usually the case when the military arm is used in supporting United
States national strategic national security objectives. As discussed in Chapter One, in
those instances it is the place of air mobility to serve as the primary initial response
vehicle transporting combat forces capable of applying lethal force. Air mobility allows
forces to be deployed quickly to virtually anywhere in the world and provides for the
sustainment and support of those fighting forces in theater until other, slower modes of
lift (sealift and overland transportation), can arrive. This capability is becoming even
more important today as the US military shrinks in size, and abandons overseas forward
deployment locations in favor of a strategy that is based in the continental United States
with deployment scenarios in response to Major Regional Contingencies (MRCs).197
Yet despite this traditional role of strategic air mobility, there are times when
strategic mobility does not act as a support or enhancement function. As already seen,
Israel in 1973 and Berlin 1948 are prime examples of when strategic air mobility forces
were not employed in traditional enhancement roles for the military's lethal arm.
Historical data cited earlier shows there are hundreds more examples of the same types of
missions and operations carried out by air mobility to achieve national security policy
objectives. Despite these events, there is still no recognition in official USAF doctrine of
the direct role nonlethal airpower, in the form of strategic air mobility, can play in the
independent pursuit of national security objectives. Air Force doctrine should change
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and recognize the role air mobility plays in independent non-lethal operations due to
doctrine's impact on: 1) shaping how the service views its role in national defense, 2)
creating diverse options available to national security decision makers on the possibilities
of applying and utilizing airpower in the emerging new world, and finally, 3) setting
guidelines for force composition and sizing.
Doctrine is important because it provides the framework for understanding how to
organize, equip, and apply military power.198 Military power is evolving and typically
power has equated to force and is measured in terms of combat capability.199 With the
changing demands of the new world environment, it may be that combat capability may
not always be the best measure of military power. The application of nonlethal airpower
will continue to be a major role for the USAF in the future. While the service's primary
role will most likely remain that of applying lethal force and deterring it through a lethal
stance, it can still play an important role in the furtherance of US foreign policy and
national security objectives via nonlethal means. Doctrine allows a starting point for new
thinking within the service on how airpower can serve the national interest. Through
official organizational doctrine, the service can “provide a tempered analysis of
experiences and a determination of beliefs” that can then be taught to each succeeding
generation within the Air Force.200 With the inclusion of a new perspective on the role of
mobility forces and their nonlethal application, doctrine may begin to provide the means
for new theories on how to use nonlethal airpower as an enabling strategy that obviates
the need for lethal intervention. Doctrine sets the stage, and strategic air mobility as a
direct application of nonlethal airpower, has been absent. The Air Force, by including
the direct use of strategic air mobility in its doctrine, can at least begin considering how
traditional employment strategies and uses for airpower may be evolving. This could
help airpower retain its validity in employment strategies in the increasingly complex
scenarios of the future. Inclusion of the direct role that air mobility can play in achieving
national security objectives may not drastically alter Air Force strategy, but its inclusion
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provides an incremental improvement at little cost. This small beginning may spark
ideas for future strategies and possibly offer more diverse options to national security
decision-makers.
Doctrine contains not only a service's basic beliefs, but doctrine can also provide
a foundation for strategy options. Doctrine as an articulation of “a common basis of
knowledge and understanding can provide guidance for actions.”201 Though outside
agencies rarely, if ever, actually read or know a service's doctrine, the doctrine may
influence the strategies and options that are formulated by the service and thus presented
to the decision-makers.

Indirectly, the doctrine may guide a service's strategy

formulation process and constrain the choices and options available. The focus of Air
Force doctrine constrains air mobility to the support and enhancement roles. General
Ronald R. Fogleman, the commander of Air Mobility Command, agrees that this is an
overly restrictive point of view.
Air mobility forces - tankers and airlifters - are traditionally regarded as
“force enhancers,” setting up other forces to prosecute the conflict. That
perspective is too narrow and overlooks the use of “nonlethal airpower as
a military instrument to achieve military objectives.”
You could call the Berlin Airlift a humanitarian relief operation,
but it was also an example of using airlift to achieve specific objectives
not possible with other instruments of national power.202
Additionally, if a theory or category for employing airpower is not in the doctrine there
may be misconceptions by those outside the organization about the service's willingness
or capability to perform that role. There is evidence of a division among Air Force
leaders over the subject of nonlethal airpower operations.203 Some maintain that it dilutes
and takes away from the primary combat mission of the service. Others maintain that,
the Air Force must expand its concept of itself and its place in American
society. It should embrace noncombat operations as an important and
growing segment of its mission spectrum in an era when the demands on
the Air Force will focus as much on its noncombat contribution to national
policy as its combat capabilities. Their view is that the nation's needs are
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changing and that, as a servant of the nation, the Air Force should broaden
its vision beyond the traditional combat roles.204
Evidence seems to support the claim that nonlethal operations have always been an
important part of the Air Force mission. Recognition of the role air mobility has played
in the past may in USAF doctrine may help the service to present better structured
proposals and concepts for the nonlethal use of airpower, especially strategic air mobility,
to directly support national security objectives.
There is no guarantee that any decision-maker will heed the advice or choose a
specific option presented by military advisors. In some instances a course of action may
have been decided upon despite military advice to the contrary.

However, in

circumstances where the decision-maker is willing to consider all options and committed
to weighing the advice of the different services, the options presented should not be
constrained as the result of a limited doctrinal foundation. Doctrinal limits in this case
may effectively reduce the number and variety of options the Air Force presents to
national decision-makers. Additionally, if the internal division over the future role of
nonlethal airpower in the Air Force is not resolved by the institution, it seems likely that
it will be resolved for it by budgets and mandates imposed on it from without.205
A final role for doctrine lies in its ability to outline basic concepts for force size
and structure.

Doctrine has been used in the past to define relationships between

services, and boundaries for various roles and missions, in order to allow the command or
service who can best perform a particular role advocate its beliefs and needs for
resources. The Air Force should include an expanded view of the role of nonlethal
airpower in its doctrine to help bolster its ability to pursue the necessary force size,
structure, and capability to help it best execute the missions and operations the Air Force
may be tasked to perform in the new world order. Some argue that recognizing air
mobility as a direct means of pursuing national security objectives outside of the
enhancement or support role will result in fewer funds for lethal combat aircraft systems.
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Statistics show that in reality over the past fifty years, nonlethal air operations and system
have consumed approximately 50% of the Air Force budget, and in the most recent
drawdown the percentage of air mobility aircraft is remaining larger on a relative scale
than fighter type aircraft. This past portion share of the budget seems to indicate that
nonlethal airpower and air mobility have always been fairly high priority missions and to
detail their role in doctrine would only be admitting the reality of past events. Including
the role that air mobility can play, outside of force enhancement, in Air Force doctrine,
would demonstrate the Air Force's recognition of the significance of that role. This
admission of the importance of air mobility as a direct means of achieving national
security objectives, as well as a combat force enhancer, could help to argue the case for
systems such as the C-17, which the Air Force states it desperately needs. By arguing the
C-17's role in nonlethal applications to directly support the national security policies and
objectives of the United States, it becomes a much stronger case than the argument of
lethal force deployment alone. All in all, it is time for the inclusion in Air Force doctrine
that, in some circumstances, the air mobility mission may not be enhancement, but rather
the direct application of nonlethal airpower to achieve national security objectives.
Conclusion
The world is changing and the international environment is uncertain.

The

evidence seems to indicate that the United States will be required to remain an active
participant in the world arena and adaptive to the evolving international environment to
assure its national security needs. One major instrument of military power may indeed be
strategic air mobility. Air mobility forces may be called upon to support a variety of
combat operations but may also perform primary missions in various nonlethal situations.
The use of air mobility forces in the direct pursuit of national strategic objectives should
be recognized by USAF doctrine. This recognition could begin to formalize a foundation
for airpower thought and theory that may provide more diverse and imaginative options
for national decision makers. A revised doctrine could also provide a foundation to
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better pursue a force structure and composition that can better serve the needs of the
country.
Command relations also need to recognize the importance of air mobility taking
the lead in certain scenarios. In general, it may be best to designate the supported
commander, granting him full authority to command the operation and task support
requirements, based on an evaluation of the primary objectives, the command's expertise,
and the resources available to the operation. Using the above criteria should result in a
more logical selection of a supported commander and a more efficient and effective
execution of the operation.

In certain specific situations, where air mobility

accomplishes the primary objective in a nonlethal operation, it may be more effective and
efficient to name CINCTRANS as the supported commander.
The United States will continue to be active in the international arena and the
military as a whole, and the United States Air Force in particular, must recognize the
unique attributes that strategic air mobility provides the nation outside of the traditional
support and enhancement roles. This capability will help assure that the rest of the world
will retain “an enduring faith in America - that it can and will lead in a collective
response to the world's crises.”206
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Glossary
Airways and Air Communications Service
AACS

Air Force Logistics Command

AFLC

Air Force Manual

AFM

Airlift Control Element

ALCE

Air Mobility Command

AMC

Area of Responsibility

AOR

Air Traffic Control

ATC

Air transport Command

ATC

China-Burma-India Theater

CBI

Central Air Forces

CENTAF

Central Command

CENTCOM

Commander in Chief

CINC

CINC Transportation Command

CINCTRANS

Continental United States

CONUS

Director Mobility Forces

DIRMOBFOR

Department of Defense

DOD

Headquarters

HQ

Israeli Defense Force

IDF

Military Airlift Command

MAC

Military Air Transport Service

MATS

Major Regional Contingency

MRC
NATS
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NEO

Naval Air Transport Service

SAM

Noncombatant Evacuation Operation

SECDEF

Surface to Air Missile

UN

Secretary of Defense

USAF

United Nations

USAFE

United States Air Force

USMC

United States Air Forces Europe

USTRANSCOM

United States Marine Corps
United States Transportation Command
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